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1.Introduction

Editor's note:

In the past without the accurate definition of 'free
kingdom', this paper uses the word of the Freedom
Kingdom instead of free kingdom. In this paper, with the
‘Datong’ word is on behalf of: the Great Harmony,
Great Unity, one world, TATUNG, Daid, utopia, and so
on.

Grand Science Kingdom includes inevitable kingdom
and Freedom Kingdom. Unlike in the past, inevitable
kingdom respectively with Freedom Kingdom was
defined as follows:

If the human history so far -- science to obey politics, is
defined as the inevitable kingdom;

So politics obey the science of human society, is called
the Freedom Kingdom.

But, so far in human history, there is not inevitable
kingdom and Freedom Kingdom accurate definition.
The new science of science research shows that, the
definition of the two kingdoms and does not define the
result and significance, as well as social function, it is
very different.

This article, it is on the basis of language unified
specification defines, in depth discussed and
summarized objective laws of the inevitable kingdom
and Freedom Kingdom of the theory and practice
aspects.

This kind of guiding significance is lie in, directs and
declare publicly human beings, to rely on, learning,

publicity, research, using the theory of new science of
science, how to get rid of the "inevitable kingdom",
exploit the Freedom Kingdom of the social theory, and
how the operability of the practice of 'the Freedom
Kingdom' regime, unify the world, achieve Datong --
world Datong -- science ideal country -- The only home
to return to human society!

Key words: the new science of science, the Freedom
Kingdom, inevitable kingdom, science-ideal country, the
world Datong, the truth philosophy, absolute the truth

Inevitable Kingdom and Freedom Kingdom
2.1 About new science of science

So – called the new science of science that is "the new
progress in science of science" [3], as shown in the
second chapter in this paper. New science of science,
namely science of science in the 21st century, than in the
20th century, haves bigger progress in theory and is
substantial progress.

So - called the science of science that is the science
about the science. This is the accurate definition about
the science of science.
Science of science must first to the people to answer:
what is science?! (At least with accurate definition to
answer)

Science of science, and then to the people to answer:
what some characteristics, contents, methods, science
had, mission, social function and rules and so on?
So, science of science is the highest human biggest
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sacred management science, and then can uniformly and
standardized way manage human of all the problems.

Human whether or not unified and standardized
management?
The answer is yes: do you want.

Unified standardized management by whom? How to
manage?

The answer is also yes: united and standardized
management by science, because the science in science
of science has “ten social function” (see chapter 2),
which is the only global authority management, so it can
realize united standardized management of all the
problems of human beings, thus can implement true
Freedom Kingdom.

The science of science so-called human of the most
fundamental science is that, not only all kinds of
academic science must abide strictly by this basic
science, and all the human beings, including the ruler,
king or fist, without exception, everyday behavior and
speech, also must abide strictly by the academic theory.

I was born is a tremendously powerful and
unconstrained style, be free and alone, never follow the
habit of academic theory, I am the boss. I alone have the
final say! -- said of a fist.

Oh, you alone have the final say, it is history, the history
of the inevitable kingdom, in which you didn't
understand the science! In this kind of history, you is a
science of the blind. In the future, in the Kingdom of
Freedom, is no longer possible to have a scientific of the
blind, can be the powerful and unconstrained style. You,
this ‘sky horse’ must come down to earth, from the sky
to the ground, into the iron cage study hard science of
science. Then you start all over again!

So science of science summary:

After accurate definition, science has ten holy function
of social management.(see chapter 2, outline of new
science of science foundation).
Politics is not only to obey the science, and global
politics has to honestly behave obey and service in
science, may not be the slightest mistake!

The reason is simple: to obey the science, once a
mistake, ‘politics’ immediately becomes a ‘rule’. About
this, as long as you accurately define ‘politics and ‘rule’,
you will understand (See chapter 2).

Visible ‘politics and ‘rule’ is completely different
philosophical concepts, should not be confused and in a
pot cooking.

Sadly, almost all the people all the time, all confused
philosophy concepts of ‘politics and ‘rule’, and in a pot
cooking.

In the future, not line!

The difference between the politics and rule also lies in:
The global can have a unified politics -- grand unified
politics -- Freedom Kingdom politics -- is also called
science politics; however, the global ‘rule’ is always a
variety of, and there can be no global unified. Therefore,
all the ‘rule’, no exceptions is: incompatible, absolutely
irreconcilable, life and death, vie with each other, will be
a duel, and endless struggle, i.e. people usually called
the class struggle! -- This also is the human real world --
a kind of inevitable kingdom.

So, the new science of science conclusion:

The only global ending only is the global unified politics
-- Freedom Kingdom politics -- science politics --
science Datong (one world) -- science - ideal country --
the only home to return to human society!
Everyone, politics, religion, unconditional obey science
only, this is the Freedom Kingdom -- world Datong (one
world), this also is the only home to return to human
society!

2.2 Concept of two kingdoms

‘Inevitable kingdom’ words are the first from German:
Reich der Notwendigkeit.

Whether inevitable kingdom or Freedom Kingdom, there
is no accurate definition, people always use postage
stamp sample text to describe the inevitable kingdom
and Freedom Kingdom.

However, science of science clear-cut specify: postage
stamp sample text, all can't count as defined.

Science of science of ‘inevitable kingdom and ‘the Free
Kingdom’ reunification specification accurately defined
are as above.

So, this definition has the brand-new significance of
global platform of the world Datong. So, to ‘inevitable
kingdom and ‘the free kingdom’ the specification of the
definition, has very important academic significance.
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This paper through the science theory progress, to the
dual zone phenomena of the universe / world, i.e. to the
inevitable kingdom and the Freedom Kingdom, does try
to analysis and discussion and to try best; at the same
time points out that the human ideology, science,
philosophy, sociology, politics and social, should be
how to progress, and put forward constructive academic
opinions of operability on the science of science.

Research on science of science and statistical global data
show that, check so far in human history, not only there
is no the strict, accurate definition of science, and many
scholars, advocate ‘science’ do not need to be strictly
defined.

Science of science research shows that:

In the free kingdom story has a lot of, every sentence is
the truth, every word in science. Welcome friends to
take charge of or a guest.

This is because: the new science of science summarizes
for the people "the four cardinal principles of science"
(see chapter 2), thus science has the inspectability --
theory inspecting science / the truth / philosophy -- this
is the sole criterion for testing science / the truth and
philosophy -- useless inspection link through practice
inspect in advance science / the truth and philosophy --
useless to surface test in advance the corrupt official
corruption!

So, the science of science is the test you:

true or false servant of knocking door's brick, the
touchstone for public or private; revolution or counter-
revolutionary natural watershed; also is never fading the
monster - revealing mirror -- all kinds of the monsters
and demons are immediately show oneself in one's true
colours!

Science of science is not only test anyone of any theory
in advance, and prior inspect anyone's behavior and
words on every day. So, science of science has the
inspection and management of all human social
function.

Science of science, how to inspect and manage all
human things?
Very simple, science of science using only two of the
most basic rules, can be unified,
standardized management of all human things.
One of the most basic rules in science of science is to
make language definition. Don't define equal don't

understand, not defined, there is no voice, so for you,
can only choice is to learn.

It is sad, the cause of the inevitable kingdom, most of
people have been accustomed to without defining
disorderly speak, specious, windbaggary, those in the
dark try to light the way for others, deceive oneself as
well as others, each other of fraud, try to do each other
down. All not a line in the future!

Another basic rule is that no time space view have no
voice!

The reason is very simple, you do not have the concept
of space-time in public, but you have a hidden time
space view: God, Islam, Buddhism, and so on.

All not a line in the future.You must open time space
view, to have a say.

Therefore, only by definition, science is the people can
believe in the truth, and be worthy of the name, thus is
inviolable!

In addition to this, heaven and earth are no longer having
the truth: also there will be no sacred things.
So friends, please believe, rely on, learning, advertise,
research, exploit and utilize, the science of science!
Science of science is not only take you go to the truth,
take you success and invincible!
No, take your holy!

So, everyone, politics, religion, unconditional obeyes
science only, this also is called the Freedom Kingdom,
the only home to return to human society.
In the new century science of science according to the
definition of ‘science’ and not defined, summed up in
two different conditions as follows:

So far in human history, science is not clearly defined,
so:
1) Science is, people, academics, fist, a vague subjective
thoughts in mind
2) Science is to serve politics, serve for the proletariat
politics, and take a good service
3) Science became ruler, playing with something --
social prostitute
4) Science has become a double - edged sword, good or
bad is each half

In this view, war, environmental pollution and
destruction, disease and hunger and so on, all are the
fault of the double - edged sword of 'science'! To hold
"science is good or bad each half -- a two - edged sword
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theory" typical representative, is still J.D.Bernal
(English) -- global authority of the science of science in
the 20th century, in his book "on the road to science of
science" said: "...A large portion of scientific careers
have been used for the purpose of pure damage, and the
nature of modern war due to the application of scientific
discoveries, it has become an unprecedented terrible...".

The new science of science research shows that:

Hold" science is good or bad each half -- a two - edged
sword theory" scholars, are all guilty of both major
mistake:

The first on the one hand of big mistake: don't know,
only science, is people can believe in the truth.
In the second big mistake: so don't understand, all man -
made disasters on the earth, without exception, all are
the fault of careerists ruler with unscrupulous merchants
act in collusion each other.

This reason is very simple, in this world has what
‘science’, let you or him, application of high - tech went
to war?! Or to damage the environment?!
If good, the answer is yes, this world forever never such
‘science’.
Application of high - tech to wage war, can only be
careerist’s ruler colluding with unscrupulous traders
work, without exception.
This kind of person in addition to don't understand
science, and is to deliberately frame science!

So, the new science of science has to conclusion: if,
using of high - tech to wage war aspirant ruler and
unscrupulous businessmen is the ringleader of mankind,
so said, to deliberately frame science, is the human
sinner -- full evil.

Sadly, such chief of the wicked villain, most of them in
academic circles, would probably just be by your side.
Similarly, careless working and casually mine damage
the environment as well as make hunger and disease
epidemic, these things also happen in your side.

5) This kind of hazy subjective idea of science, you
know, he understand, ordinary being also to know, the
fist to understand, scholars understand, talk about
science, all mouthful with foam. The just now newly
born baby likewise understands science: wow...wow...I
want to eat milk...grow up to be a scientist!

6) Because there is no strict scientific definition, the
corresponding all human languages as well are not
unified, standardized definition, so, logic is a vicious

circle of language itself! As a result, this world there is
no the objective truth. Always as a result, has a mouth
and then has two layers of skin, how to say it is all right,
strength is the commander in chief, fist the lie is the
truth.

7) The scholar just meet a soldier, rational couldn't say
for sure. Said you do you will do, not all right; say you
can't, not, not line.
8) So the human ideology common vicious circles,
human society holds a disaster.
Disaster sin! Amen --

--This is called the kingdom of inevitably
--Science to obey the politics
--So far in human history

So, about science, new science of science conclusion:
Huashan (China mountain) since ancient times had only
a path, only science can save humanity, only science to
unify the global / world.
Save humanity, unify the global, realize Datong --
science Datong -- the Freedom Kingdom, is the science
and science of science heavy tasks!

Research on the science of science to show that:
Not only science, and politics, and so on all of the
language, also needs to be unified and standardized
definitions.
For the ‘Politics’, too, don't definition equal to don't
understand, nor definition, there is no voice, so for your
choice can only is to learn.

It is sad: this world, no one seems to don't understand
‘politics’, who can talk, that is to understand politics,
will can write, that also understand politics, no one did
not understand politics. Who says you don't understand
politics, you will be very urgent and angry! If you say,
ruler don't understand the politics, mind you there will
be great calamity
Such as:
Someone said, politics is the rule
Someone says: rule is also the politics
Someone says: politics is commander in chief
Someone says: politics is the soul
Someone says: politics, I have the final say
Someone says: the politics is a continuation of the
military
Someone says: the military is the continuation of politics

And so on and so on, there is no one but understand
politics
But the conclusion on the science of science: you and he
said, are all wrong.
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Only you have a mouth, there are two layers of leather,
how to say how all right; strength is the commander in
chief, fist the lie is the truth!
-- Global universal establishment
-- This is the inevitable kingdom
-- So far in human history

Measured by unified specification defines standard of
the science of science, very few people really understand
‘politics’.
Research of science of science shows that, at all times
and in all over the world, all the politics, although is
multifarious, but according to the scientific method to
classify, the variety of politics can only have two kinds:

One is scientific politics.
The other is unscientific politics.
Never the third kind of politics!
If yes, all the human beings, including you and him,
have to make in the two politics choices!
If yes, people are usually able to choose scientific
politics. This suggests that, though
people ideology has been a vicious infinite loop -- half
drunk, but it is half awake. If someone to choose not
scientific politics, may be eating the wrong medicine!
Further study of science of science shows that, from the
ancient to modern, Chinese and foreign politics around
the world, so far, not yet a scientific politics. The global
is all false politics, the true rule, shoddy philosophy,
pseudoscience, bad literature. All referred to as all
"forged and fake commodity" (as shown in the second
chapter).

My politics, haves two academies of sciences in the
backing, my politics, haves the Royal Academy of
sciences, and therefore all are scientific politics! -- Some
people to say.
Know there is a science in the academy of sciences, this
shows that you can still half awake; but did you ever
know, because of the existing language to a vicious
cycle, in the science academy pseudoscience? -- You're
still half drunk!

For example, the Chinese academy of sciences, at least
half of pseudoscience! Academy of social sciences, even
worse, nine times out of ten is pseudoscience.
If a pseudoscience can manage the country, reminds
everybody: as soon as possible to prepare the Last
Supper!
But - and I have a lot of "chief scientist" consulting the
politics, so it is politics of science! -- Others.
It's a pity that you had those "chief scientist", all is
forged and fake commodity!
The reason is very simple, on new science of science

research shows that, so far, human is not a name matches
the reality scientist!

Could there be, Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein, not
are all human great scientists?! -- One objection to say.
Although, Newton, can be said to be a mankind great
physicist, but be a scientist, there is a distance of one
hundred and eight thousand li (里).
Because there is no denying the fact that is, up to now,
and you still don't know what science, s? Ill - affected to
tell me!

What are some features of science, content, method,
mission, social functions and rules and so on? Newton
also did not tell you!
As for Einstein, to leave science than Newton is farther!
The reason is simple, in the "Grand Unified Physics" [4]
i.e. "The advanced physics", see the appendix 2, and
Einstein's theories all have been weeded out the physical
sciences.

But still because do not know the "drink water bird" is
the second category of perpetual motion machine, Albert
Einstein was named by science of science, number one
pseudo academics in human science.
Please see the "drink water bird" (perpetual motion bird)
video:
http://www.tudou.com/programs/view/2uhytXscM7s

Therefore, science to make definition for the second
category of perpetual motion machine: those who only
use an unordered constant temperature heat source, can
be continuous output power of artificial device, is known
as the second category of perpetual motion machine.
According to the definition of the above, "drink water
bird" is a kind of eligible of the second category of
perpetual motion machine.

The study on science of science shows that, so far,
human beings have invented the second category of
perpetual motion machine a total of five:
The first: thermocouple
The second: drink water birds

The third: heat boiler (only limited to the combustion
chamber part of a stove, conform to the definition: only
by an unordered heat source continuous output power)
Fourth: unbias diode (the invention of the Chinese
scholars Yelin - Xu).

Fifth: the light - heat power generation semiconductor
device (at the same time use light energy and heat
energy power generation, emphasis is using heat power
generation, power generation efficiency higher than that
of photovoltaic cells, this is a patent for utility model
and technology of China).
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But, due to human physics, including all Einstein's
theory, have no, the second category of perpetual motion
machine accurate definition, so now the world theory is
a mess, therefore, some people say that: wind power,
hydropower, and so on, are all the second category of
perpetual motion machine.

Obviously this kind of people do not know, wind power,
water power are ‘orderly’ energy, not conform to the
definition, so is not the second category of perpetual
motion machine.
Others say, atomic structure and motion of celestial
body are also the second category of perpetual motion
machine.
This kind of people do not understand, whether atomic
structure or motion of celestial body, are all not artificial
device, so not the second category of perpetual motion
machine.

These problems just show, due to the misleading of
Einstein's theory of relativity, not only human science
theory is very chaos, and did a lot of trouble to human
society. So so, science of science made Einstein named
as human science top fake scholar, not excessive, be
well suited with one's place.
So you have the conclusion: up to now, the human have
not a real scientist.

In addition, the study of new science of science shows
that, there is no accurate definition, because of
philosophy, up to now, global philosophy didn't find the
truth, a truth, be worthy of the name truth. So the
existing human philosophy, all are for dogs put on
snaffle -- at random tie! Please refer to chapter 2 -- the
foundation outline on the science of science in the new
century.

The literature, originally should be science, but as a
result of an illegitimate child, has a mother, but no
mother to educate, has corrupted into a novel --
pseudoscience -- bad literature! Please refer to chapter 2
-- the foundation outline on the science of science in the
new century.
By the same token, the science of science of the
conclusion once again: all human languages need to be
unified, standardized definition. There is no unified
standard definition is absolutely not.

So the new science of science, have to conclude,
solemnly conclude, Just because of human existing
language without through scientific and standardized
definitions, using the every country language philology
to express, all kinds of science, for example, physics,

political science, sociology, philosophy, economics, etc,
etc, in the strict sense all are the pseudosciences.

The reason is very simple, at least the language and
words all without through scientific unified specification
definition, language and words of various countries in
the world, without exception, itself logic are all vicious
circle, and are all used to serve for domestic political
interests or religious beliefs, cannot be used to accurately
describe all kinds of science.

So all need science to unified specification definition, to
a new level, eventually carry out conform to the science
of the theory, logic itself is no longer a vicious cycle,
global universal, "datong world lingua franca" -- to unify
the global, refer to the eighth chapters -- "datong world
lingua franca" as below.

So, in the new century the science of science has the
global social function of the four unified standardized
management:

First, new science not only unified, standardized
manages of all kinds of human science, and unified
standardized manages science around the world.
Second, the new science of science can not only unified,
standardized management of language and words around
the world, but also can generate and has generated,
global unified "datong world lingua franca", refer to the
eighth chapters -- "datong world
lingua franca" as below.

Third, the new science of science can not only unified
standardized manage human political science, and
unified standardized manage global politics.
Fourth, science can not only unified, standardized
manages human sociology, also, unified standardized
manages human society, to implement world Datong --
the Freedom Kingdom -- the only home to return to
human society.

2.3 The world philosophy first paradox

After all, science is subject to politics or politics
obedience science?! -- This is the world first paradox of
philosophy.
If yes, almost all of the answer will be: science to obey
the politics.
Furthermore replies: science to serve proletarian politics,
and a good service.
However, took almost everyone by surprise, science
answer will be completely opposite: politics must
conscientiously obey and serve the science, shall not be
any mistake.
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Thus in the human philosophy, there is the
unprecedented problem -- the world philosophy first
paradox: after all, science is subject to politics or politics
obey science?!

This paradox is like hang a interlink lock at paradise's
big door. Who can unlock paradise lock, naturally who
can enter heavenly nice new life?
The study of new science of science shows that, the
following three conditions all can't open the paradise
lock:
The first kind of circumstance: all humanity philosophy,
without exception, all can't open paradise lock.
Some people don't believe it? try your philosophy!

The second case: all activities for all of humanity,
including past, present and future activities, are all
helplessness -- to open the heaven lock.
So, practice - sole theory of the countenance go toward
where put?!
Some people refuse to obey? Would you please say
specific practice!
The third kind of circumstance: AQ is afraid of unlock,
because from now on will be cut off revolutionary
slogans livelihood.

But the new science of science, using of science and
technology -- the first productive force, open the heaven
lock, like flick the wrist and supinate to be as easy:
If your science to obey the politics, this suggests that:
First, you politics will certainly not science!

What does that mean unscientific politics?
-- Ignorance and barbarism, the fuck is that ignorance!
Second, at least you don't understand the science, is the
eternal truth and sacred science!
Don't believe it? How would you define science?
To definite the science, is your academics’ things! --
some people say that.
That --, are you eat cooked rice?

Third, you can't avert suspicion "devils – traitors’ logic".
What is "devils - traitors logic"？
Please see the movie: bong...bong...folks listen
up...imperial army this time into the village...East Asia
co-prosperity...bong...bong...
Stripling is no experience, impossibly to understand this
-- film.
Old faction, will understand, this is called the "devils -
traitors logic"!

If your politics to obey science, not only shows that your
politics is scientific, also shows you the spiritual
civilization is Global One.

"Spiritual civilization Global One", this will be the
human a cross-century systems engineering subject.
"Spiritual civilization Global One", also will be human
Freedom Kingdom -- datong world of leaders’ the
preferred characteristic.

It is sad, inevitable kingdom -- the real world, those
people, windbaggary "spiritual civilization", have no
idea to unlock, whether on the streets in human long
history performs, ignorant and dumb Chegal (Chinese),
ocean's eleven by a trick -- the skit?! Seemed in this
world, only his mother and father gives her a selfless
head, and as well grows out a civilization spirit of face!
-- Slowly open eyes and slowly closed again, Lu xun
(Chinese) and said.

With "the new progress in science of science"[3],
published at home and abroad, has shown that,
‘inevitable kingdom’ -- "science to obey politics", that is
up to 2012 years of human history, has already gone
forever.
Since 2013 the human started the Freedom Kingdom -- a
new social form, in which human society of the politics
to obey science, from then on, humans started a new
historical course.

So, "science obeys politics" is the classic philosophy
false proposition. In the Freedom Kingdom, people have
to put an end to this statement. Instead of the statement
is, politics must be honestly, exactitude, obey and
service the science, cannot have slightest mistake.
The reason is very simple, obeys the science, once has
any mistakes and ‘political’ immediately becomes a
‘rule’.
So ‘politics and ‘rule’ is completely different
philosophical concepts, should not be mixed.

2.4 Freedom Kingdom -- Datong world People in
social life mirror

In Freedom Kingdom the science possesses ten big
social management function, thus, in the Freedom
Kingdom -- science Datong -- science ideal country,
people in social life mirror is as follows:
The science - ideal country, as the human society a kind
of datong, people social life can use the computer
simulation demonstrates in the following:

Computer operating system program is the science of
science, had enough ability to construct the human
highest social productivity, thus, can provide sufficient
matterial and cultural life of the product. and all people
can to get each takes what he needs and be to hand.
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The computer only simulations demonstrate consumer
social life, is as follows:
The science - ideal country people's consumption life is
divided into two parts: real living areas, and simulated
the living quarters.
Everyone can choose at any time in the real life or
simulated living area, to consume, life.

Life mirror at the reality living area:
Everyone is a natural person, because of all the articles
for daily use can be each takes what he needs and be to
hand. So people need to deliberate choice is lovers every
day.

The principle of choosing lovers is absolutely safe and
free.
Life mirror of the simulated living area:
On the simulation of living areas there are two kinds of
people: one is a natural person, the other kind is the
robot.
In addition to can be smartphone operating, robot with
natural person is no difference can be observed.
Another difference between robot and a natural person is
that, robots are all beauty and first male, posture and
facial features is superb, but there is no repeat
appearance.

But, there will always be high-grade products, such as
interstellar travel and so on: will not be able to satisfy
each takes what he needs. Then the computers will
automatically timely pop-up democratic distribution
frames. For example, use ‘the referendum, ‘Lottery, ‘the
minority is subordinate to the majority, ‘in turn supply
system’ and so on, the ways and methods of distribution.

Whether in real life or simulated living quarters, the
living environment is: picturesque scenery, birds' twitter
and fragrance of flowers, villa and beautiful scenery, a
scene of prosperity, four seasons as spring, attractive
scenery, shall not use medical and long life.

2.5 basic principle of biology

Why in the science - ideal country -- Freedom Kingdom,
people without medical can be many happy returns?
The rule is simple: the research on new science of shows
that:
[Basic principle of biology]:

Hydrocarbon (CH) is protein life's basic, nitric hydride
(NH) is the protein life’s sign; nitric hydride is animal
and human body basic gene of all the illness.
[The basic principle of biology inference]: there is only
didn't find the pathogenesis of the disease in the world,

not an incurable disease; the so-called incurable disease,
because didn't find pathogenesis.

The reason is very simple, all human diseases are made
‘nitric hydride’ (NH) and its derivatives, include N and
H, stir up trouble. A kind of nitric hydride toxicity is the
strongest and the most difficult to eliminate to the
outside of the body, once the nitric hydride (NH)
retention internal body, will generate, various diseases,
including an incurable disease. Even if the bacterial
inflammation, are also in trouble by nitric hydride (NH).
In developed countries, for example, in 2013, bird flu
pandemic, this because that, people in developed nations
intake more nitric hydride (NH), Immune function is
generally lower.

So, grasp the basic principle of biology, not only human
cannot diseases and long life!
So, the human happiness social, that is science - ideal
country -- science datong -- world datong -- Freedom
Kingdom -- the only home to return to human society!

2.6 Conclusion on the science of science

The cause of the inevitable kingdom, all human beings
before the 20th century about the theory and ideas of the
world datong, contains ‘communism datong’, because
the people don't really understand science and science of
science -- the human highest and maximum management
science, thus both the east and the west of datong, all
belong to unrealistic utopian society fantasy.
In addition, the various religions, in essence is some
kind of ‘datong consciousness’ or fantasy, nothing more,
all belong to the subjective idealism datong concept.
They and utopian socialism -- fantasy Datong, are birds
of a feather.

3 The New Century Science of Science’ Foundation
Outline

Outline: Research of the science of science shows that,
in the new century, science is having a strong social
function that is "function of scientific social
management and standard". However, due to research of
the science of science does not reach the designated
position and appear deviation in the 20th century: global
science did not play its social function. That, in many
countries around the world and social life has appeared
chaos and instability situation.

The 21st century "New Progress in Science of Sciences"
[3] Studies have shown that, technical reason lie in,
represented with J.D.Bernal (English) the 20th century
science of science there is no scientific definition,
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science research is also not in place, therefore, the social
function of "the science" shows, not only the theory is
impotence, and the technology is also sexual
dysfunction. "The new progress in science of science" of
the 21st century not only given the scientific accurate
definition, and summarizes "the four cardinal principles
of science": "clear concept, accurate definition and
reasonable logic, strict rules". Therefore, science has 10
sacrosanct "social functions".

Among them, the first social function is, science
commanded global politics. Science of the second social
function lies in, science of the four cardinal principles
like four pillars of iron, can firmly closed all human
governors to iron cage, allow only they are polite, don't
allow them to be unruly in word or deed! Science of the
first ten social functions, to create the human social
science - ideal country -- science datong -- Freedom
Kingdom -- world Datong -- the only home to return to
human society!

3.1 History in the science of science

In the early 20th century, in the earth's western academic
circle has carried out a about
"what is science?" i.e. 'the science of science' of big
discussion.
In 1925, the polish sociologist Florian Witold Znaniecki
for the first time the word ‘science of science’ is put
forward.

In 1935, the polish scholar S.Ossur Minkowski couples,
first published in the world."the science of science"
article.

Big discussion in 1939, J.D.Bernal (English) with a "the
social function of science", authority finished the the
20th century big discussion on the science of science.
And as a result, he won the laurel of global authority of
the science of science.

But, still J.D.Bernal (English), in the later in "Science in
History" [1] concluded that: "science is not a fixed can
be defined once and for all the single one". Still later, in
1965, when held the 11th international conference on the
history of science, J.D.Bernal (English) delivered his
opening speech at the meeting, entitled "on the road to
the science of science" [2] said, for science or the
science of science, "we also have no need to do a strict
definition".

Conclusion of the new science of science: this suggests
that, J.D.Bernal (English) can't define science.

However, in the 21st century on science of science
research conclusion: don't define equal to don't
understand, no definition, there is no voice, so, your only
choice can only be learning.

-- This also is one of the most basic rules in science.
Because J.D.Bernal (English) can't define science, so he
doesn't understand science. It shows that, J.D.Bernal
(English) authority's crown of the science of science in
the 20th century not only is invalid, and the science of
science in the 20th century big discussion also is invalid.
The science of science needs to be anew formed: this is
the 21st century new science of science.

However, the 21st century science of science in - depth
study shows that, any real, science, its significance is
always containing: "clear concept and accurate
definition, reasonable logic, strict rules", the basic
characteristics of four kinds of common. This
determines, any academic theory and the article, its
contents must be all at the same time have the ‘clear
concept ‘accurate definition ‘easonable logic and ‘strict
rules’ -- four basic characteristics, then can be science.
Otherwise because lack of standardization, are all
identified as pseudoscience, by the science of science.
So, the ‘four characteristics as ‘the four cardinal
principles’, are the difference between ‘science and
‘pseudoscience’ inspection standards. Thus, the new
science of science of the four cardinal principles’ had the
inspectability, this is to say, theory test science and the
truth, see the following.

As with science, the truth must also have the above four
basic characteristics, otherwise it is not the truth, the
following specific discussion.

Sadly, due to the science research of the 20th century, is
very bad, So far, almost all the people, have become
accustomed to, without definition, disorderly speak. As a
result, the human is all in the disaster and bitterness' sea,
get locked in strife, each other of fraud. To now, that
time is coming, it is, the 21st century’s new science of
science to bring order out of chaos, make vigorous
efforts to turn the situation, and save humanity!

3.2 The science of science of the content and current
situation

The 21st century’s science of science study shows that,
science of science of the basic content as follows:
First, what is science afterall?! At least there is a clear
definition for answer.
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Second, what are science of some features, content,
method, mission, social functions and rules, and so on?

First, the science of science is the human highest biggest
(management) science, unified standardized
management of all human.
Second, the science of science, including all human
science: language philology, mathematics, philosophy,
sociology, politics and economics, natural science and
science to reveals the human beings themselves and so
on, without exception.

Third, the science of science is like a father, the rest are
all children, philosophy is just one of them.
Fourth, the language philology is richly endowed by
nature, ranking is the boss.
The reason is very simple, in this world there is no any
science not use language and words express. So
language philology natural is the boss.
Fifth, among them the math is also richly endowed by
nature, ranking is the second.
The reason is also simple, without mathematics, your
philosophy: take what to describe the world?!

Sixth, philosophy is at best ranking third, dj bb remix!
So, from now on you don't pretend to philosophy, with
the boss!
Even some people who want to be above the science?!
-- Know-nothing-fearless!

Just because of the drawback of the science of science in
the 20th century, people all don't understand the science
of science: think that philosophy is the boss. Your
philosophy still wants to outmatch science and then
fabricate wild tales. This is the current status of human
science of science and philosophy.

3.3 New science of science of the social function

New science of science of the four cardinal principles
"clear concept and accurate definition, reasonable logic,
and strict rules" has the inspectability, the theory of
testing the truth, not only can test in advance anyone any
theory, without exception, and inspection anyone's
words and deeds every day. Thus in the new science of
science, science has sacred and authoritative top ten
social function, as follows:

The social function 1: science unified standard to
manage the (global) politics
The social function 2: science can close global all ruler
firmly into iron cage

The social function 3: science to unify standardized
global language and words
The social function 4: science by theory for testing the
truth
The social function 5: science creates the universe space-
time view
The social function 6: science to unify and standardize
the management of philosophy
The social function 7: science to unify and standardize
the management of the natural sciences
The social function 8: science to create human thought
and doctrine of the grand view garden
The social function 9: science to structure human society
the highest productivity
The social function 10: science to create human
happiness ideal country -- science datong -- Freedom
Kingdom -- the only home to return to human society
By contrast, J.D.Bernal (English)’s "scientific social
function" is a typical specious, in its Intoxication, Makes
Visible, self - deception. Please see the below references
[2]: "On the road to science of science".

3.3 The progress of the science of science in the 21st
century

The visible, "scientific social functions"of the science of
science in the 21st century than in the 20th century has a
breakthrough real progress. Clearly visible, in the 20th
century science of science of theory, is specious in its
Intoxication, Makes, Visible, self - deception, unworthy
attend to.
In the world first summarizes and establishes the science
of the four cardinal, principles: "clear concept, accurate
definition reasonable logic and strict rules". So, in the
human society, "politics to obey science" logic, is
naturally formed,

"Science to obey politics" logic, no longer is established.
From then on, science is no longer a tool for politics
service, also no longer playing with something by rulers.
So, science of the four cardinal principles like four
pillars of iron, can firmly close the human rulers into the
iron cage, only allow them exactitude, don't allow them
to be unruly in word or deed. So, the 21st century new
science of science has for human society opened up to
the Freedom Kingdom -- science datong -- world datong,
a faction new field.

The important significance of science of the four
cardinal principles:
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First, the significance is lies first in, using of the
"Science Grand Dictionary" uniformly standardized
human language and words, thus can be unified,
standardized management of humans, the universe and
all science. Please refer to the above the social function
content of the science.

Second, the second is, you can create a "philosophy of
the truth", see the following. This is previous human
cannot accomplish significant academic projects.

Third, the significance lie in, new science of science and
the four cardinal principles, possessed inspectability --
theory testing science / the truth -- this is the only
standard to test science / the truth -- useless through
practice inspection link in advance to inspect science /
the truth -- useless surfaced, to inspect corrupt official
corruption in advance. Therefore, science, and the four
cardinal principles can test any person of any theory, no
exception.

Fourth, the significance lies in, in addition to test any
theory, can also check anyone's daily behavior and
words. That is to say, from now on, anyone's words and
deeds without exception have to accept the inspection
from the science of science and the four cardinal
principles.

Fifth, then, science, is to test you (anyone): the a
stepping-stone to success(敲门砖) of true or false
servant, bang bang; The touchstone in public or private;
revolution or counter-revolutionary natural watershed;
also is shine on a demon mirror and never fades -- all
kinds of the monsters and demons(牛鬼蛇神) was to be
show its real form immediately!

Sixth, to use "Science Grand Dictionary", you can create
global lingua franca -- "datong world lingua franca".
This for the human to realize dream -- go to the world
Datong -- Freedom Kingdom, paved the way.

New science of science has completed the manuscript of
"Science Grand Dictionary and "Datong world lingua
franca". Datong world lingua franca is using three Latin
character encoding a Chinese syllable (can use the
fourth fifth characters to distinguish homophone), to
constitute the language system. See chapter 8 of the
Datong world lingua franca.

Seventh, science has two basic rules:

The first basic rule is that science needs accurate
definition, don't define equal to don't understand, is not

defined, there is no voice, so, can only be learning
science to your choice.

The second is that there is no time space view you also
have no voice!

No time space view and disorderly speak: this is the
inevitable kingdom of ghostly rampant evil root cause.
"There is no time space view, no voice", never heard of
it, let us too sad! -- A humanities scholars say.
Heard about this time? And it is a must!

The reason is very simple, you don't have a scientific
view of time and space, but you have to hide view of
time and space: God, Islam, Buddhism, and so on.
Science of science research has shown that this is
inevitable kingdom, the root cause of human suffering a
disaster.

3.4 New science of science create "philosophy of the
truth"

Using science of the four cardinal principles, the new
science of science can create human grand unified
philosophy -- "philosophy of the truth".
Further research shows that, in the philosophy of human
existing there are three basic reasons for disagreeing:

3.4.1 Human ideological differences

The philosophy of human existing is varied, like a rain
of bullets, all say caught the truth, but who said that is
wrong, so, can't persuade each other. In fact, this is
because people's beliefs are different, that is different
ideology. This is first reason producing philosophy of
differences in the world.

Further study shows that, regardless of your faith and
ideological how piety, also no matter what you claimed
that ‘objective and ’, all is ‘subjective idealism’, without
exception. All subjective idealism thing, neither science
nor the truth, more is not philosophy, the following
specific argument.

3.4.2 The methodology deviation

In the western academic circles popular "analytic
philosophy or "the philosophy of language", there are
three aspects of the methodology of academic bias:
First, there is no accurate definition of the truth.

Second is trying to "analytic the truth" in the shy and
hard to understand language sentence structure.
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Third, tend to think that "social real existence is the
truth".
These are the philosophical research wrong direction, to
form methodology of academic deviation.

3.4.3 Technical reasons philosophy of differences

The new science of science study shows that, in addition
to ideological differences, an important technical reason
is human existing language and words, historical
reasons, without scientific unified specification defines,
itself logic to a vicious cycle: "black is white, "good is
bad, "revolution is counter-revolutionary "corruption is
clean "science is also pseudoscience "relative is
absolutely "the truth is fallacy" and so on logic is
generally set up, thus in this world, there is no the
objective truth. All are, as long as you had a mouth, it is
two layers of skin, how do you say how are right,
strength is the commander in chief, fist’s lie is the truth.

The fact, that merciless indicate, people want to accurate
manifestation science and the truth, must have the
unified specification defines of language and words via
"Science Grand Dictionary", could finish.

Therefore, this requires language and words revolution.
That is the literary revolution. The reason is very simple,
new science of science research suggests that, literature
should be science, but as a result of an illegitimate child,
there is a mother to gave birth, but no mother teach, has
fallen into a novel -- pseudoscience. This certainly
suggests, human language philology -- literature --
culture, all need revolution.

3.4.4 Language revolution

The central content of great revolution for the language
and words, is to use the "Science Grand Dictionary",
reunification specification definition of human existing
language and words, first of all specification definitions
of the Chinese language and characters. The reason is
very simple, it is Chinese language and characters, in the
world first arrive the new science of science of the
standards. And then with Chinese language text
specification as the blueprint, enact the global universal
"lingua franca of the Datong world" (see the chapter 8 of
the lingua franca of the Datong world). Then, reuse
"lingua franca of the datong world" unified standardizes
language and words of all nationalities in the rest of the
world.

So far humans have hundreds of artificial language, i.e.
"international esperanto", including the current popular
"Esperanto", don't can achieve unification of "meaning"

of language and characters, that is, didn't solve the
problem of language itself logic vicious circle, and
therefore cannot be popularized universal.

However, reunification specification to define language
and words, why to talk easy? All kinds of political
obstacles needless to say, reunification specification
technology itself is huge system engineering. However,
the new science of science of research also suggests that,
as long as to master the language of ‘the outline’ -- "five
big king kong", specification to define language and
words again, will be a lucid exposition of an outline,
work will progress smoothly, thereby to generate the
"Science Grand Dictionary".
The following specifications define "five big king kong".

3.4.5 Specification to define "five big king kong"

The science of definition
Science definition: objectively reveal nature, including
human beings themselves and its society, of the inherent
law of essence, through "Science Grand Dictionary"
unified specification to define, the language and words,
is the science.

Note: this definition highlights, science is originally
language and words, no languages, no science. Your dim
moonlight subjective thoughts (some knowledge of what
the system), is not science. So, science is a thing after
human languages. Before people have a language, there
can be a technology, for example, monkeys have to
climb trees technology, and cats have to catch mice
technology, and so on.
Some people say, before humans have a language, the
earth is in turn!

So, could you please tell me, "the earth in turn" is come
out of your mouth, or from out of the donkey tail root?
If yes, the answer is yes: that from the donkey tail root
come out is the donkey manure ball, although also can
turn, but not the earth.

This kind of person because ideology malignant death
cycle, already do not know: once "the earth in turn"
came out from his mouth, it already is the languages!

2) The truth definition
There are two definition of the truth:
The first definition of the truth: the science is the truth.
The second definition of the truth: the eternal, absolute
established and effective logic (philosophy) proposition
(that is the effective logical language sentence), is the
truth.
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Comment a: although the two kinds of definition
expression is different, But essence meaning identical.
Comment b: only after accurate to define science,
"science is the truth" logic can effectively established.

3) The four basic attributes of science and the truth
Science and the truth all possess four basic attributes:
The first attribute -- immutability: all science and the
truth is established in the eternal,
in the past / present/future all were established, science
and the truth, once found are all invariability.
The inference I: every development and changes of
things, chop and change things, all is neither scientific
nor the truth.

The second attribute -- absoluteness: all science and the
truth must be absolute eternal only set up. and not as
time, location, position, angle, view, and change.
The inference II: anything not eternal absolute only set
up, and any theory of relativity, neither is likely to be
science and cannot be the truth.

Editor's note: visible, Einstein's theory of relativity as
well as the philosophical theory of relativity is neither
science nor the truth, is an authentic pseudoscience.
Criticisms of Einstein's relativity theory, and criticism of
the philosophical theory of relativity, see the following.

The third attribute -- objectivity: all science and the truth
is objective set up, do not include and exclude anyone's
subjective will.
The inference III: Anyone's subjective will, no matter
how glorious thought, how brilliant doctrine, how pious
belief, thinking consciousness how deep and
euphemism, both neither is science nor the truth, more
not a philosophy.

Only through definition, science and philosophy is
people reliable the truth, and be worthy of the name.
Therefore is inviolable. That's beyond, in the heaven and
earth, there will be no the truth, also there will be no
sacred things.
Academically, science, divides the man's subjective will
into "weak, medium, strong" level 3.
The weak level of subjective will, For example:
"geocentric theory", "heliocentric theory", and so on, all
reflects people's subjective will of the weak level.

Medium subjective will, For example: "theory of
relativity, "agnosticism" and so on, all reflects people’s
medium subjective will.
Strong subjective wills, For example, "idealism,
"materialism" and so on, all reflect people subjective
will of strong level.

Science of science clearly defined, man's subjective will,
regardless of the weak, of the medium or of the strong
level, all are not in the realm of science, thus a
pseudoscience.

The fourth attribute -- supra - class: all science and the
truth is supra - class, and then without class nature. The
existence of science and the truth is not dependent on
any class existence and objective existence, also not rely
on any class's subjective will and then transfer.

The inference IV: so, anything with class nature, without
exception, neither is science, nor the truth, more not a
philosophy.
So visible, about Marxism, ‘ism’ is a typical people not
only strong subjective will, and openly declared with a
class nature, so, this kind of ‘ism’ is neither scientific,
nor the truth, more not a philosophy.

4) Philosophical definition
The so - called philosophy is about the truth of a science
(knowledge).
So it's not hard to deduce, the any, don't look for or can't
find the truth, ‘philosophy’, all are give dogs wear
snaffle -- random tighten! (给狗代嚼子--胡勒)
It is clear that inevitable kingdom’s philosophy --
existing human philosophy, all is so. Therefore, the end
of inevitable kingdom philosophy has come to.

5) Political definition
Politics is the management of people also.
Editor's note: this definition is given by China Sun Wen.

So, human only deserve to be called politician is the Sun
Wen. That's beyond, humans pre - existing any ruler,
without exception, no matter Bagus Flyer, generation
tianjiao or best generation of unique person, at best, all
can only be the long history physiognomist, They are
carrying on their back medicine gourd respective, and
respectively operate a suit of punching and kicking --
very can be said to be warlock.

6) Political three natural attributes
New science of science of research shows that politics
has three nature attribute:
The first attribute -- scientificity: this is the chiefly
attribute of politics. The management of the people
should first pay attention to science, rather than the
others: what thoughts, what creed or doctrine.
Politics to pay attention to science is called the scientific
politics, don't pay attention to science the politics is not
scientific politics.
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What meaning is unscientific politics? -- ignorance and
barbarism! What is ignorance!
The second attribute -- artistry: all political leaders have
art of leadership, this is a political artistry.
The third attribute -- democracy: if and only if, when
science is not clear the specification of the provisions,
management of people can take the form democracy: for
example, "the referendum, "the secret ballot" or to use
the "lottery" way.
Oh, the democracy is originally to hide in here!

7) Rule definition
Rule: using first impressions are strongest some kind of
ideologies, ideas or doctrine (include ism), to implement
mandatory uniform management to the people, is called
the rule.
8) The rule of three natural attributes
New science of science of the research also suggests
that, ‘rule’ also has three natural attributes:
The first attribute -- non-scientific: rulers, primary care
about people unconditional obedience, regardless of the
science or not, this is called the public management of
non-scientific nature.
The second attribute -- power tactics peculiarity: any
ruler has corresponding governance power tactics.
The third attribute -- dictatorship peculiarity: a person in
charge let no different opinion.

9) The creation of "Science Grand Dictionary"
The above "five big king Kong" and all other language
and words of the unified specification defines included
in a folder, this folder is the "Science Grand Dictionary".
"Science Grand Dictionary" i.e. the "Datong science
dictionary", According to the June 2012 edition of "the
modern Chinese dictionary (6th edition)", included
13000 individual characters, 69000words entry.

3.4.6 The creation of "philosophy of the truth"

1) The definition of "philosophy of the truth"
Had "Science Grand Dictionary", it is very easy to create
human grand unified philosophy -- "philosophy of the
truth". As the name suggests, the so-called "philosophy
of the truth", it is that a science (knowledge), in which
people to research, discuss, look for, discover and apply
the truth. See the following.

2) Critique of dialectics
Obviously "philosophy of the truth" of the creating
process that also is the process of critique of dialectics.
Originally, dialectics is a method of sophistry. The
crucial point of dialectics just is that, use people with the
naked eye visible things of surface phenomenon in the
nature -- continuous development of change, to deny,

people use the naked eye in the nature are not visible,
essence of internal law -- eternal invariable science and
the truth.
In this sense, dialectics is that the reactionary theory,
which is anti science and the truth, need a thorough
criticism. Make dialectic become a person hated by
everyone -- kill him!

3) Philosophy of the truth to find/search for truth
Languages after the unified specification defines through
"Science Grand Dictionary", it is easy to find and
discover the truth, eternal absolute the truth. And eternal
absolute the truth is everywhere run, see you looking for
or not! Obviously, dialectics is not only can't find the
truth, and spare no effort to completely deny the eternal
absolute the truth! So the dialectics is completely
sophistry fallacy!
Please have a look at a philosophical proposition: "a man
can't walk into the same river twice".
This is the ancient Greek scholar Heraclitus created
genius philosophical proposition. But not only
Heraclitus himself, but so far all don't know, this
proposition because is eternal definitely established, by
definition it is a truth, eternal absolute the truth. This is a
"philosophy of the truth" by the science of science
searched and discovered for human. According to the
order this is the first human philosophy truth: The
following will successively study / discover the truth,
and in proper order prioritize.

4) Create philosophy space - time view
Science of science study shows that, as a full qualified
philosophy, must have their own space-time view, no
time - the philosophy no space view all is beating their
gums. Spun eight wide!

5) To create the universe time coordinates system
Science of science study shows that, the Heraclitus
genius philosophical proposition, using the "philosophy
of the truth" of philosophical language as an anew
expression is as follows:
"One cannot step twice into the same history long river".
Further research shows that, this proposition reveals is
the inherent nature of an objective law of the universe --
the basic nature of the universe absolute time
coordinates system: the time in the universe is eternal,
absolute, objective unidirectional uniform loss, headless
tailless, can be used to characterize the order of things or
processes of a measure. This kind of measurement can
be called "time". The original method of the
measurement of time, ‘hourglass or ‘drip’ technique can
be used to implement.
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It's not hard to find, the universe time there are three
kinds of natural property: long or short, more or less,
unidirectional uniform loss. Practical experience shows
that, the time never has a curved nature.

•To prove time properties of unidirectional uniform loss
Using reduction to absurdity is easy to prove, the time is
a one-way uniformly lost: if time is not a one - way
uniformly lost, so will inevitably occur one twice into
the same history long river of the phenomenon. So you
have the conclusion, the time is only a unidirectional
uniform loss!

•Science of the reduction to absurdity

The so-called "scientific of the reduction to absurdity",
that is, the first assumption, as a kind of logical
proposition is true, which is a negative the truth of the
logic proposition, then proceed effective logical
reasoning, the results clearly demonstrated, the logic
proposition -- "against the truth" cannot be established,
so clearly proved a positive logic propositional the truth
is established.

Visible, science of the reduction to absurdity is very
useful, very useful for study of science and philosophy.
"Science of the reduction to absurdity" can often be used
in the future. And so, the "science of the reduction to
absurdity" is one of the science effective study method.

•Prove time one-way irreversible properties

Further research shows that，due to the philosophy be
congenitally deficient, scientific research is not in place,
coupled with the theory of relativity is misleading,
people have tended to think, taking a superluminal craft,
people can return to history.
Science of science study shows that, this is absolutely
impossible!
The reason is very simple, even if you take the
superluminal craft, you can only see the historical
images of a single ‘light spot’, can't see the whole
"history image".
So, can clear conclusion, time is a one - way irreversible
loss.

•‘Simultaneity’ absoluteness of the proof
also using the reduction to absurdity, it is easy to prove
‘simultaneity’ absoluteness. If

the time in the universe ‘simultaneity’ is not absolute, is
relative, then the universe things must appear ‘disorder
or ‘conflict’ situation. However, in fact not, it also is
impossible. So you have to the conclusion that time in

the universe ‘simultaneity’ must be absolute.
So, Einstein was defined ‘meanwhile’ with the speed of
light, obvious mistakes, it also is not allowed by science.

•Prove time will not bend
Time will never never bending properties, it can also be
used scientific of reduction to absurdity to prove. If the
time is curved, someone will twice into the same history
long river. According to the philosophy of the first truth,
this is not possible.

6) The creation of universe space coordinate system
•Article 2 the truth of philosophy
Please see another philosophical proposition: "two
persons cannot enter the same history long river at the
same time".
This is this paper takes the lead in creating the
philosophical proposition in the world. Obviously this
also is a permanent established absolutely effective
logical philosophical proposition, thus also is a timeless
absolute the truth. According to the order, this is the
article 2 philosophy eternal absolute truth.

•Universe space absolute coordinate system
The second truth revealed another inherent nature
objective law of the universe, that is the absolute space
coordinate system of the basic nature in the universe: the
space in the universe, is absolute, objective, can use
three orthogonality rulers of equal scale, to represent a
measure. This measure is called universe space.

Also it is not hard to find, cosmic space also has three
types of natural attributes: large and small, more with
less and position. Intuitive experience also suggests that
space has never bent natural quality. Such as a sphere, its
surface’s domain is curved; but don't say, "Space is
curved".

•There is no curved space in the universe
Cosmic space is not bending properties can be logical
proof. Also with the reduction to absurdity, if the cosmic
space is curved, so there will inevitably be ‘philosophy
cavity or the ‘worm hole’; so there will be two people at
the same time into the same history long river. This is
not possible!
So you have the conclusion: cosmic space is not bending
properties. So, Einstein's theory of relativity ‘bending
time ‘curved space ‘curved space - time’ are all belong
to pseudoscience fabricate product, be utterly
unjustifiable. Should be banned!

7) Continue to look for the truth
•According to article 2 the truth, to infer a philosophical
proposition:
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"Two people cannot find the same truth at the same
time".
Obviously, by definition, it also is a timeless absolute
established effective logical proposition, thus is a
timeless absolute the truth. According to the order, this
is the article 3 philosophical truth.

•Another corollary proposition:"the truth is always in the
beginning in one's hands". This
proposition also eternity is absolutely true, and hence a
timeless absolute the truth.
For example, two people cannot find the "science and
technology is the first productive force" at the same
time". Which shows that two people cannot find the
same truth at the same time? Its philosophy article 4 the
truth.

•The "science and technology is the first productive
force" itself is a eternal absolute established effective
logical philosophical proposition, thus a timeless
absolute the truth again. According to the order, this is
the philosophy of article 5 the truth.

8) Philosophy of prejudice
By contrast, see philosophical proposition: "sometimes
the truth is in a few hands".
This was, and still is, stewed moxibustion population of
philosophy of the famous proposition. However,
philosophy population all not to understand so far, in
spite of this proposition logic is also established, but not
absolutely eternally established, so is not the truth.

Precisely because: "sometimes the truth is in most
people hands".
So, no matter "the truth sometimes in most people
hands, or "the truth sometimes in a few hands", all
because not eternally absolutely established, so not the
truth. Thus, they are all by science of science named
‘prejudice’ -- philosophy of prejudice.

So philosophy ‘prejudice’ by science of science is
defined as: those can also be established on the logic,
but not eternal absolute established effective logic
proposition, is called‘prejudice’ -- philosophy of
prejudice.
It is not difficult to find that, in the philosophy of human
existing, most of the comments belong to this prejudice,
all because of is not eternal absolute established.
Also because of this, so throughout history, each school
philosophy of global stand in great numbers, each have
each of ‘the truth’. For example: ‘God the truth, ‘Pope
the truth, The ‘islamic the truth, ‘royal-nobility the truth,
‘Mikado the truth, ‘Marx the truth, ‘Buddhism the truth’
and so on.

Then, following the creation of the grand unified
philosophy -- "philosophy of the truth", human beings
should put away hatchet that is put away philosophy
prejudice, step by step towards the grand unification of
the truth, i.e. the eternal absolute truth the time is up.
That is to say, the philosophical grand revolution era is
coming.

9) Three parts of philosophy
The truth of philosophy research conclusion, all human
philosophy, there can only be, three big part: the truth,
the falsehood and the prejudice.

10) "Philosophy of the truth" test Marx theory
"Philosophy of the truth" test all Marx theory:
First, there is no the truth
Second, in addition to the lie and fallacy
Third, all are the prejudices -- philosophy prejudices.

•One of the lies and fallacies
for example, "practice is the sole criterion for testing the
truth", is one of the lies and fallacy of Marx's theory.
The reason is very simple, though humans has been
practice for thousands of years, but so far still failed to
through practice test to get the truth, one the truth,
worthy of the name the truth!
Some people refuse to obey? Mules or horses, you came
out to a walk: would you please illustrate, you or the
people or the human, are through what kind of practice
test, get what the truth? If you cannot illustrate, would
you please in situ get down. don't pretend to understand!
So "practice is the sole criterion for testing the truth" is
Marx's theory of one of extremely big lies and fallacy.

The new science of science research conclusion, practice
at all doesn't have testing the truth of the social function.
The practice of social function is merely touch stone
across the river: if touch a stone and across the river, but
without stone don't cross the river, nothing more.

Sadly, even to this day, still have a lot of people:
stubbornly insist "practice is the sole criterion for testing
the truth".
They thought that, many times people encounter
problems are needed to determine how to "actions" by
the practice.
For example, people want to know the taste of pears,
must personally ‘taste’, that is, the "practice test".

This kind of person of the mistake was, do not know,
"personally have a taste know pear taste", this is not ‘the
truth’. Notice, ‘the truth’ is needed to use accurate
definition to describe and is the only absolute eternal
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expression, can be the truth. at least as many chemical
way can to test also pear taste, be omitted.

All so for instance, some people say that, there is a key,
can or not you open this lock before our eyes, you must
have a try, can to know. This is called "a key open a
lock", a practice test.

But this kind of people dose not understands, "a key
open a lock" also is not the truth. By the same token,
"the truth" must be established a kind of absolute eternal
only tion, can to be the truth. The logic is very simple:
some time one key can open many locks and there are
many keys to open a lock. So "a key open a lock" is not
the truth.

Therefore, "if you want to know the pear taste must
personally have a taste" and "a key open a lock", two
kinds of views, belong to guide people to practice social
narrow empiricism -- "touch stone across the river",
rather than the truth.
So, "practice is the sole criterion for testing truth" is
extremely big lies and fallacy, must discard.

Replace that is, only the science of science of theory has
the inspectability, can to construct, find, and checkout
the truth, including the scientific truth. It's called: the
science of science of theory can structure and testing the
truth -- this is the only criterion for testing the truth --
useless through practice inspection link prior testing
truth -- useless to surface inspection corrupt official
corruption in advance!
Comments: here the so-called "structure" (the truth)
refers to that, it is the language and logical organization.

The reason is very simple, all the truth, and must be a
complete language sentence, and is a sole expressed,
absolute eternal objective established, effective logical
language sentence, can to be the truth. So, also don't
have any in the world of practice and experiment, to
construct such a language sentence. Also so so, "the
truth" must be from science of science of theory to
construct, and test. This is called science of science of
theory structure and testing the truth, and is the sole
criterion for testing the truth.

So you have to conclude: "practice is the sole criterion
for testing the truth", it is extremely big lies and fallacy.

As a result, the science of science suggested, all his
friends must have a brain teasers, from the "practice is
the sole criterion for testing truth", wake up.

•The second lies fallacy

New science of science research suggests, dialectics is
the method of sophistry, the essence of dialectics is the
reactionary theory against science and the truth, as
above. This is Marx's theory of the second extremely big
lies and fallacy.

•Theoretical prejudice
In addition, such as, "get up, suffer hunger and cold
slave, we want to do the world master!", this is a typical
philosophy of prejudice.

The reason is simple, do not get up, the slaves would
freeze to death to starve. Get up, rebels seized power, do
the host, have the reason. But the landlord and capitalists
of the advanced productive forces, and all were down!
The inevitable result is the collective of poverty. Later,
this kind of socialism has to reform and opening up, in
succession, some restructuring, some disintegrating.

So, Marx's all comments, although logically can be
established, but not absolute eternal founded, therefore
are all belong to "prejudice" -- philosophy of prejudice.

11) In real life philosophy and the truth
Please see a philosophical proposition in real life: "old
brother is big, little brother small". Obviously, this is
also an eternal absolute established effective logical
proposition: therefore, it is the true in real life.
According to sorting this is philosophy article 6 the
truth.

No! "Brother head is smaller than younger brother" --
one objection to say.
Oh, if the whole, this truth should be: "the age of the
elder brother is always greater than the age of the little
brother".

This shows that, science and philosophy of language,
unless there is no ambiguity, are allowed to use ellipsis
statement.
So, the "old brother is big, little brother small" is the
truth in real life, eternal absolute the truth.
That is to say, philosophy and the truth is not far and nor
mysterious, is just around the corner. Reality is, the truth
is everywhere running, see you looking for or not.

It is sad, due to the misleading of dialectics, up to this
day, all human beings are not able to find the truth, a
truth, be worthy of the name the truth. It is clear that
dialectics is fundamentally wrong, need a thorough
overthrow.

12) The truth and philosophy in the social life
Just like real life, social life is also so, the truth is
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everywhere running, and see you looking for or not.
Please look at social life proposition, "politics must be
honestly obey and service in science, and shall not be
any mistake".

Ha ha, almost all the people saw this proposition, feel
dizzy heavy in the brain. hardly imagine, this is also an
eternal absolute established effective logical
philosophical proposition, thus eternal absolute the truth.
According to the sort, this is the truth of philosophy of
article 7.

The reason is very simple: obey science once somewhat
mistake,'politics' immediately becomes the 'rule'. A ruler
primary concern is the public's unquestioning obedience,
regardless of is scientific or not. But politics must and
can only, first, pay attention to science. 'Politics and
'rule', apparently, are completely different philosophical
concepts, should not be confused.

Sadly, people are usually confused, let 'Politics and 'the
rule' in a pan fried. Dialectics is still deliberately
confused: "politics is the rule, "rule is also politics". So
is blunder, unusual wrong.

It's not hard to find, the reason that, people so be brain
swelling don't wake, because of the existing language
itself logic to a vicious cycle, the world did not have the
truth.
So, the human world is a disaster and abyss of misery.
Disaster, sin! Amen--
The endless sea of tribulations，just repent and
salvation is at hand!
Where is the shore? -- Someone asked.
The other shore just is in the"Science Grand
Dictionary"!

3.4.7 The scientific truth

Science also is the truth, because all scientific
expression must be that effective logical propositions,
which is eternal absolute and only established.

For example, physics proposition: "in, standard state, the
water starts to freeze at zero centigrade". regardless of
time and place, or standpoint, angle, view, the
proposition is the eternal absolute only constant.
Therefore, it is the physical sciences, physical the truth,
eternal absolute the truth. According to sort this is the
truth of the article 8.

By parity of reasoning, all the other proposition of the
true science and so on, also is the scientific truth. It
should be pointed out that, all of the language and words

in all science, only after the specification defines
through "Grand Science Dictionary" just may become a
timeless absolute the truth.

Without the specification defines of language and words
through "Grand Science Dictionary", are still belong to
the category of pseudoscience. So, all kinds of science
need science of science unified standardized
management, just can become a real science, the truth,
scientific the truth.

So, absolute eternal established effective philosophical
proposition logic is the truth, and both in social science
and natural science all are established.

3.4.8 Criticize theory of relativity

1) Criticize philosophy theory of relativity
According to the above, science and the truth all had the
four basic attributes: immutability, absoluteness,
objectivity and supra - class nature.
It is clear that dialectics complete failure!

So, dialectics is neither science, nor the universe / world
universal (law) the truth, therefore can only be
prejudices and fallacies. the so-called prejudice lie in,
dialectics is effective only for that, which is the
phenomenon of the surface of the material world with
the naked eye visible to people. But, for the intrinsic
nature of the law of nature in the universe / world, that is
people not visible with the naked eye, i.e. the science
and the truth, is invalid.

The reason is very simple, in the universe / world, all
science and the truth, all without exception is eternal and
absolute, is neither relative, nor dialectical. So, the key
of dialectics, lie in, using superficial specious facts and
logic, denies the eternal absolute objective established
science and the truth. In this sense, dialectics is complete
reactionary epistemology, need a thorough criticism!

Philosophy theory of relativity derived by dialectics is
also wrong, need to completely overthrow together.
Philosophical relativity said, the truth is relative, not
absolute; there is only relative the truth in the world,
there is no absolute the truth; the sum total of
innumerable relative truths is the absolute truth.
Obviously, the philosophy theory of relativity
completely is wrong, need a thorough criticism!

So can make the final definition of dialectics: The so-
called dialectics that is, to use the surface phenomena of
nature things, visible by people naked eye, and use
specious logic, to deny the inner essence rule -- Eternal
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invariable science and absolute truth. This is not only
the definition, at the same time is a timeless absolute the
truth. According to sorting this is philosophy of article 9
the truth.

So, the modern revolution in science and philosophy is
coming!
Also it is not difficult to find, the philosophical theory of
relativity and physical relativity are birds of a feather,
act in collusion with each other, like drawn to like, to do
evil on the world, all needs to be thoroughly
overthrown!

2) Criticize the physical theory of relativity
•Physical relativity and dialectics
Physical relativity said: the universe / world is relative,
not absolute; the space is relative, not absolute; time is
relative, not absolute; matter is relative, not absolute;
mass is relative, not absolute; length is relative, not
absolute; basic principle of physics is relative, not
absolute, and so on.
According to the scientific four cardinal principles and
four basic characteristics as you see, the physical theory
of relativity is the reprint of the philosophical theory of
relativity and dialectics, completely wrong.

"The philosophy of the truth" conclusion: although the
relative things can exist in the universe, for example, the
relative time and relative space, relative speed and so on
but you can't have relativity theory! The reason is very
simple, all relative things are man-made subjective
conventions, for example, "Beijing time, "Tokyo time,
"up and down, "left or right, "fast and slow, "black and
white", and so on, all are people's subjective agreed.
However, science of science research conclusion, can't
because the convention of the relative time, then to
negative absolute time.

Deny absolute time and absolute space, this is the
common fault of the inevitable kingdom people. Since
the relative thing is people's subjective conventions, so
all carrying with a man's subjective elements, so the
theory of relativity is man's subjective will's product. So
the theory of relativity is necessarily pseudoscience.

•Galileo relativity criticism
One of the typical representative of physical relativity is
Galileo. If Einstein is the relativity of chief criminal, you
say that Galileo is the theory of relativity of chief
culprit.

Galileo relativity constant principle of physics said: the
basic principle of physics is all relative, not absolute;

inertial system in the universe is equal rights, no superior
inertial coordinate system.

And Galileo used a broken boat, by hook or by crook, let
people believe that: no superior inertial coordinate
system in the universe.

Little imagine, in addition to Newton's inertia force in
the universe all physics problems, have corresponding
superior inertial coordinate system. For example: study
air fan motion in the car, the car is superior to the inertial
coordinate system; study the movement of the train, the
roadbed is superior inertial coordinate system; study the
earth movement, the sun is the superior inertial
coordinate system, and so on.

This suggests that in the universe, in addition to
Newton's inertia force, for all the problems, the inertial
system are not equal rights. there are always superior to
coordinate system. So, Galileo physical relativity
principle of constant was untenable at all, completely
wrong.

•The critique of Einstein's special theory of relativity
Obviously smarter than Galileo, Einstein spent two
closed elevator doing the experiment, used to support the
theory of relativity. The reason is very simple, in a
closed elevator, people cannot see the external reference
substance with the naked eye to judge the motion state of
this system. A closed elevator is used to prove that
inertial system is equal rights: another closed elevator is
used to indicate the light in the accelerated system in a
closed elevator trajectory is curved, used to support the
general theory of relativity.

But the following two classic physics experiments, fully
capable of completely overthrow of Einstein's special /
general theory of relativity.

Albert Einstein's special theory of relativity principle
said: in a closed elevator, people can't use classical
physics experiments to determine the motion state of
closed the elevator.

Experiment 1: with velocity V movement of the two
closed elevator, respectively has two spheres with the
same charge q and two mass for m sphere of the
experiment. See figure 1:
Figure 1 closed elevator experiment:
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Obviously, according to the moving charge lorentz
force expression, there is F2 (cgs unit system):
F2=(q2/r2)(1-V2/c2)
Therefore, according to the F2 can not only determine
closed the elevator movement status, and can
accurately determine the elevator speed V.
Also, apparently, according to the theory of relativity
mass-speed relationship, can be measured F1:
F1= (Gm2/r2) / (1-V2/c2)
Thus, according to the F1 can also accurately
determine the closed elevator motion state and its
velocity V.

If you can't detect F1 change with velocity V, more
showed that the special theory of relativity is wrong,
because the mass-speed relationship was not at all
established.
So the conclusion: Einstein's special theory of
relativity expressed by the closed elevator, constant
principle of physics, is not established at all. So, the
special theory of relativity is wrong at all.

•The critique of Einstein's general theory of relativity
Experiment 2: see figure 2, used to criticize the
general theory of relativity.
Figure 2, relative acceleration:
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Figure 2 shows, a ball shell exploded into two pieces
A and B, respectively get the opposite acceleration a,
then the relative acceleration of A and B is 2a.
However, there is no corresponding to the 2 a of
acceleration force F:
F = 2ma

And, the real force between A and B are only f:
F = ma

So the conclusion that the relative acceleration cannot
be equivalent to a gravitational field. However,
Einstein's general theory of relativity principle said:
‘acceleration’ equivalent a gravitational field.

Please note: the ‘acceleration’ is fuzzy acceleration. In
the universe, only true ‘the relative acceleration and
‘absolute acceleration, no ‘fuzzy acceleration’. Then,
theory of relativity, theory of relativity, can only use
‘relative acceleration’, can't use ‘absolute
acceleration’. So experiment 2, however, as shown to
the ‘relative acceleration’ 2a, won't get any equivalent
gravitational field.

So you have the conclusion, because of the relative
acceleration not equivalent gravitational field, so,
Einstein's general theory of relativity principle does
not set up, Need a thorough overthrow.
Also visible, Einstein's general theory of relativity
principle fundamentally can't use language to express
accurate and reasonable! Some people refuse to obey?
Please give it a try!

So, Einstein special / general theory of relativity is
specious, pseudoscience. And GSJ international
journal articles "Grand Unified Physics"[4], i.e. the
appendix 2 has eliminated all the Einstein's theory out
of the physical sciences.
The entire above conclusion, Physics theory of
relativity, including Galileo's theory of relativity,
Einstein's theory of relativity, are completely wrong.
Physics must be the eternal, absolute, the truth and
science.
Also apparently, science of science in the 20th century
have no this kind of inspection ability, thus science of
science in the 20th century is completely ineffective.

3) Criticize scientific theory of relativity
Scientific theory of relativity say, science is unceasing
developing and changing, no eternal invariable
science.
However, the new science of science research
conclusion, science can only be discovered, not can be
developed; once be founded, is eternal invariant; once

be developed, there will always be ambiguity --
violation of science!

‘Invariability’ is also an important symbol of science
differ from technology. For example, the computing
technology, from the abacus to the computer,
continuous development, therefore, the computer can
only is technology, can't say ‘computer science’.So,
the scientific theory of relativity is completely wrong.
Physical theory of relativity, philosophy theory of
relativity, scientific theory of relativity, three theory of
relativity, birds of a feather, act in collusion with each
other, like drawn to like, to do evil on the man's world,
become into three big mountains pressure on the
human head.

With creation of "philosophy of the truth", the time to
overthrow the three big mountains is coming!
Comments: science can be used "progress", not with
"development", to describe. This reason very simple,
once the science to be developed, and certain appears
ambiguity -- violation of science! Be omitted.

3.5 The scientific revolution

The new science of science conclusion:
Modern scientific the world revolution is coming,
scholars have to brave face; ordinary people and
politics also is no exception -- have to brave face!
The modern scientific philosophy revolution is
coming: Mr philosophy should be brave face!
The modern scientific Cultural Revolution is coming,
all mankind want brave face up to!
Three revolutions want to catch together, three hands
all want hard!

Science Datong program
4.1 Program preface

It goes without saying, ‘science and ‘datong’ is
already that topics, for which the people, experts,
scholars, fist, of the ears are frazzled.
But, as long as the people to be patient, grab attention
will be found, here the "scientific datong program",
you will get three new enlightenments: eyes newly
born; soul newly born; life newly born.

"Scientific datong program" here is not people already
familiar with, and often heard, a vicious circle of
language and words -- almost wild tales.
Here the ‘science’, and all of the language words, with
you acquainted the vicious circle of language words
are very different.
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Here of ‘science’ and all languages words are unified
specification defines by science.
Here, all language words, consequently, logic itself is
no longer a vicious cycle.

By contrast, your familiar language and words, as well
as the global language words in countries around the
world, no scientifically standardized definitions, thus
language words itself logic is common vicious circle:
"black is white, "good is bad, "revolution is counter -
revolution, "corruption is clean, "science is also
pseudoscience, "relative is absolute, "the truth is
fallacy", such as logic generally true in the world. So
this world, there is no objective the truth. Always
under any circumstances, as long as you have a mouth,
and to be two layers of skin, how to say how all right,
strength is the commander in chief, fist the lie is the
truth.
Because the language and words, in the science of
science have been scientific unified specification
defined, logic itself is no longer a vicious cycle, so
here are all the objective truth, eternal absolute the
truth!
From now on, politics is no longer a commander in
chief, the fist lies are no longer the truth!
From now on, if you are right you will go through the
world, if you are unreasonable, you're move an inch!
From now on, the eight immortals crossing the sea --
all show!
Here the "science datong program", includes the
following three aspects of the content of the program:

The first aspect: the language words of world Datong
science program
The second aspect: the scientific academic of world
datong science program
The third aspect: the human sociaty of world datong
science program
This is the world theory of datong -- science datong --
science-idea country -- the Freedom Kingdom -- the
only home to return to human society!
"Science datong" theory, is not only real, concrete,
actual, and should be, people can now, practically
operate action ‘platform’.
But, don't want to, not willing to, practically operate
"science datong program", may be there are only two
people in the world:

A kind of person is all sorts of the vested interests of
the society; the other kinds of people, is the progeny of
close relative marriages -- stupid.
So, it is necessary to 21st century science of science to
specify and show the maneuverability of the "scientific

datong program". Science of science hopes friends,
people, to be able to like it.
The reason is very simple, new science of science with
inspectability:
--The theory testing the truth
--This is the only criterion for testing the truth
--Useless through practice inspection link prior testing
the truth
--Useless to surface in advance inspect corrupt official
corruption

So, the science of science is to test you：the
astepping - stone to success of true or false public
servants, bang bang; the touchstone for public or
private; revolution counter - revolutionary natural
watershed; sill is the monster - revealing mirror and
never fades -- all kinds of the monsters and demons is
immediately showed oneself in one's true colours!
However, the people, Humans, they has been very
familiar with the vicious cycle language words, see so
strong in advance test the truth, the eternal absolute
truth, science of science and its rhetoric, most people
will be stunned, lose one's presence of mind.

Don't believe it?
Now will give you in advance for testing the truth
once:
Whatever, don't accept, ignoring, disregard for,
against, conflict "science datong platform" of officials,
destined are all corrupt official corruption!
Whatever, don't accept, ignoring, disregard for,
against, conflict, "science datong platform" of
scholars, destined are all the monsters and demons!
Believe it or not, it's up to you.
Of course, you can wait for practice tests.
However, your practice test, in science of science,
here, is only the back of horse deflated, academic
statement called the monday morning quarterback.

4.2 Datong thought of the history symphony

Western datong thought symphony
1) Western datong symphony prelude -- ‘The
Republic’ fantasia
BC, the scholar in the ancient Greek philosophy to
fanfare the overture of world datong first symphony, it
is the ‘The Republic’. Plato's theory consider, the
existing ‘politics and ‘ruler’ are bad. His theory has
designed a "the true, the good and the beautiful" the
unity of polity, i.e. the impartial The Republic. He
thinks that a philosopher is the most noble, most
knowledgeable people, under the rule of the sage
regime is be the best regime in the world. Therefore,
only by establishing the philosopher as the king of the
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country is the most ideal state -- a model country of
the sky, the ideal state.

Obviously, due to historical limitations, and the lack
of science / philosophy theories, Plato's "The
Republic" theory at best be classified as a vision for
the future state about "the true, the good and the
beautiful" of a longing.
Focused on Plato's theory of embarrassment lie in,
don't really know what is philosophy, what is science?
So Plato exclamation of doubt: why politicians not a
philosopher or a scientist; why can't scientists and
philosophers became a politician?!

This suggests that Plato the first don't understand the
philosophy, the second do not understand science, the
third, don't understand politics.
Science of science research conclusion, the primary
criterion understands and don't
understand science / philosophy / politics is that, can
give science / philosophy / politics make an accurate
definition. The causes and the facts are very simple:
the ‘representative’ level’s ‘the king’ of modern
society, knowledge level has reached or far more than
‘philosopher’, but, the ‘The Republic’ -- the true, the
good and the beautiful regime and no implementation.

So it's not hard to conclusion, Plato's ‘The Republic’
theory, only is a longing the true, the good and the
beautiful ‘fantasia’.

2) The western Datong world of the first created song
-- ‘Utopia’ -- ‘fantasy socialism’ intro
Utopian socialism primary stage intro is ‘utopia’.
From 16 century Thomas more's book ‘utopia’ began,
until the 17th century, Saint-simon, Owen, Fourier and
others created the theory of ‘utopian socialism’.

Utopian socialists put forward ‘public ownership’ and
"everyone is working, to each according to his need"
and so on socialist basic principles. And discusses: the
human - oriented, harmonious coexistence, freedom of
marriage, euthanasia, respect for women's rights,
religious diversity, etc with modern life closely related
problems. He created the word ‘utopia’, created the
theory of utopian socialism: its ideology has become a
modern socialist ideological trend of one of the
sources.

But ‘utopia’ to the imagine of socialism, is only a
rough and simple outline. Therefore, this is human
fantasy socialism first symphony -- intro.

3) Western datong world of second symphony --
"utopian socialism" development symphony
In the 18th century, the utopian socialism came to the
stage of development -- Spartan communist regime.
Represented by Morelly, Baboeuf Utopian socialist
developed the theory of "Utopian socialism". Formed:
a preliminary class point of view, an absolute
equalitarianism, penance humble, asceticism, Spartan
communist state political structure theory. This is the
second western utopian socialist movement -- Spartan
communist symphony.

4) Western datong world of the third symphony --
‘communist datong’ -- Utopian socialism top
symphony
In the 19th century Utopian socialism development at
a period of great prosperity stage, this is the marxist
theory of ‘communist datong’

The new science of science study shows that,
determined by the objectivity, the science / the truth /
philosophy, don't include and to exclude anyone's
subjective will. Anyone's subjective will, no matter
how splendor thought, doctrine how glorious, neither
science nor the truth, more is not a philosophy. So
‘scientific socialism’ in itself is not science, thus a
pseudoscience. New science of science clear
conclusion: in science, there is no socialism: socialism
is sheer man's subjective will, no matter how shine
with great splendor, forever is not science! Combined
with the Marxist communist Datong is established on
the basis of "Utopian socialism" in France, thus
became a Utopian socialism theory of the peak. This is
the west Datong world third symphony -- communist
Datong -- the Utopian socialism of the peak.

4.2.2 The Oriental fantasy world Datong symphony

1)East fantasy world Datong symphony prelude
As early as in 551 - 479 BC, in the end of the spring
and autumn period, the thinker and educator in China,
the founder of Confucian school, Confucius created a
prelude to eastern thought for world datong.
In the book of "Rites LiYun" Confucius said in the
article: road trip, the public all over the world, is the
Datong.
This is the eastern world datong prelude song. This
kind of prelude, than the ancient Greek scholar Plato
(before 427 - before 347) ‘The Republic’ created by
more than one hundred years earlier! Visible datong
civilization of the east, than in the west has a long
history!
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2)The eastern world Datong first symphony
China at the end of the qing dynasty, the taiping
heavenly kingdom movement of hong xiuquan created
‘agricultural socialism’, implements the public
ownership. This is the Oriental fantasy world Datong
first symphony.

3)Oriental Datong world's the second symphony --
"Datong book"
Kang youwei leads shock of Chinese and foreign
Hundred Days' Reform movement and written the
"datong book", this is the east bourgeois reformists
"datong socialism" -- Oriental fantasy world Datong
second symphony.
According to kang youwei himself, began as early as
1884 "deduce datong doctrine". In 1885 was finalized
system of Datong, called "human axiom". live
seclusion in India in 1902, at last publication, "datong
book" titled, it is one of the main representative of
kang youwei.

The basic content of "datong book" can be
summarized as follows:
No country, set the total government around the world,
divided into several areas.
② Total government and district government are all
elected by the people.
③ No family, men and women living together shall
not be more than a year,.due to substitution
④ Women have pregnant into the foetus education
institute and the children into the nursery school
⑤ Children by age into the enlightenment and
schools at all levels.
⑥ As an adult is appointed by the government
industrial and agricultural production and other work.
⑦ Patients into general hospital and old age into the
nursing home.
⑧ Prenatal education, infant care, enlightenment, for
illness, nursing homes, etc., is the highest equipment
of district.
⑨ Adult men and women, all need in the service of
the above a few years, as well as military service.
⑩ To establish the public dormitory, canteen, there
are all differences.
⑾ Police dereliction of duty is the most severe
punishment.
⑿ Academic have new inventor and in above five
yard has special merits and accomplishments, have
amply rewarded.
⒀ Death is cremated, the crematorium is next
fertilizer factory.

Oriental Datong world the third symphony

Sun yat-sen bourgeois revolutionary "People's
Livelihood" society fantasy, created "For all over the
world" symphony of datong world -- oriental fantasy
world datong third symphony.

When to friend Zhu Zhonghua inscription "for all over
the world" Sun yat-sen said, "For all over the world, is
the world famous grand duke, to realize for all over
the world, can reach the world Datong".

New science of science conclusion:
New science of science has the inspectability, theory
testing the truth: this is the only criterion for testing
the truth.
Checked by science of science, the thoughts all above,
belong to a person's subjective desire, therefore, all
belong to "Utopian socialism -- "fantasy world
Datong".
Now that is Utopian, also without exception, are all
impossible.
But in this paper, the "science datong", not only is
practical, but is completely can be achieved.

So the science of science conclusion:
Implement science datong, 10 years too long, seize
every minute!
As long as there is sense of responsibility of scholars’
first enlightenment, where there is a will there is a
way.
Work hard, friends! Datong world in waved to you.
The World Datong Operational Procedures

5.1 Unify world

Science of science study shows that, human to realize
the world Datong, essential process is unify various
countries in the world.
It goes without saying that the fact and the historical
experience show that unify various countries in the
world than touch the sky is also difficult! The first is
that humans so far, still not qualified to a unified
theory of the world. Human existing Datong theory,
including communist Datong theory, are all unrealistic
fantasy, with unify world is far from the reality! So a
lot of people can't believe, to achieve Datong in the
world.

5.2 Unify world of possible logic

Historically to unify world, there are two kinds of
logic:
It goes without saying: one is the force uniform, the
other one is cultural unity.
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5.2.1 Say first unified by force

The so-called unify by force that is use of force, or
military means, to unify the world. For example the
Spartan Utopian socialist, is trying to use military
means to unify the world.
Although the world is amidst the winds of change, As
human society advances, dominant countries or
strongman, the possibility of using force unification
world, is becoming more and more small. To say the
least, even with an iron fist country or strongman, the
use of force conquered the world, however, he has to
dictatorship. It goes without saying, won't be long any
authoritarian system.

5.2.2 After the said with cultural unity

The visible, use the force unified world way doesn't
work. So, in fact, unified the world there is only one
way, this is using the culture method to unify the
world.
The so called culture unification that is using the
theory of culture or way unification the world.
Science of science research has shown that the essence
of using cultural unity the world is adopt scientific
political culture, to unify the world.

But, what is the global unified "scientific political
culture"?
This would require the scholars study hard!
Humans entered the 21st century, due to the "new
progress in science of science" (New Progress in
Science of Sciences) [3] and the creation of
"philosophy of the truth", human society has entered
the world Datong operational phase. Operability
cosmopolitanism, the first step is to "unify global
politics, and "unified global politics" has now been
referred to the new science of science of the agenda.

"Unified politics" this is unimaginable before the 20th
century, more can't do. It is because of the new
progress in science of science and the creation of
"philosophy of the truth, "unified global politics"
problem will become very easy. The reason is very
simple, science the first social function just lie in to
unify global politics! -- implement global great unified
politics.
What is the world's great unified politics?
Everyone, politics, religion, unconditional obey
science only, not the slightest mistake, this is called
global great unified politics.

5.3 Unify global language -- create global unified
"datong world lingua franca"

The new science of science study shows that unified
global politics of the premise condition is "unified
global language and words". No global unified
language and words, "global unified politics" is not
possible. The reason is very simple, in the inevitable
kingdom world -- so far human history, All countries
in the world with its unique language and words
implement the unique political route and rule. Using
the unique language implement characteristic rule, is
also a prominent feature of Chinese politics.

Therefore, a unified global politics world community,
first condition is "unified global language". This need
create a unified global "Datong world lingua franca".

So far, mankind has created hundreds of artificial
language, -- "international esperanto", tried to global
universal. The new science of science study also
shows that, hundreds of human existing international
esperanto, also can only did the unification of ‘sound
and ‘shape’, never able to achieve unification of
‘meaning’. So it is impossible to be global universal.
Can universal language must achieve "sound -shape-
meaning" three unification at the same time.

Worthy of congratulations, new science of science has
been studied and summarized a set of global unified
"datong world lingua franca", not only can achieve a
unified global language, and is the most concise, easy
to learn, easy to remember. More it is worth noting,
"datong world lingua franca" pronunciation is based
on Chinese pinyin. Although datong world lingua
franca use Chinese pinyin for foundation, but this does
not mean "datong world lingua franca" be partial to
China, and still maintains the principle of ‘neutrality’.
This is because the "datong world lingua franca"of the
neutrality is only determined by the "datong science
dictionary". Please refer to chapter 8.

5.4 Science - ideal country government and the
world coalition government work and
organizational structure

1) Everyone, politics and religion, only unconditional
obey science, this is called the Freedom Kingdom --
world Datong -- science - ideal country -- the only
home to human society!
2) Science - ideal country government and the world
coalition government to set up the science palace, in
the science palace, presided over work by science
emperor.
3) Science palace to country and the world coalition
government has the highest dministration authority
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4) Science emperors in the republic country, similar to
the president, the king or the chairman.
5) Science emperor in the world coalition government
similar to the UN executive chairman, higher than that
of executive chairman.
6) Science emperor in the republic government has the
right to appoint the premier of the state council one
person.
7) Science emperor in the world coalition government,
has the right to appoint the UN secretary general one
person.
8) The premier of the state council to call person
selected for and constitutes the state council, preside
over daily work of the state council, the work is
mainly responsible for science emperor.

9) Coalition government secretary-general to call
person selected for and composition of the coalition
government secretariat, preside over the daily work of
the world coalition government. The work is mainly
responsible for world coalition government and
science emperor.
10) The ideal country government and the world
coalition government, elected for a term are four to
five years.
11) Each term ideal country premier of the state
council in their term final year of the second half of
the year hosts a national election, all citizens to vote
the next national science one emperor.

12) Ideal country science emperor is responsible for to
form the science palace, and ideal country of all
planning and management work.
13) Each period of the world coalition government
secretary-general, presided over a global universal
suffrage in the second half of final year in the term,
elects world science emperor.
14) World coalition government science emperor is in
charge of the work of global science palace, and
planning and management global science progress.

15) Premier of the state council of the ideal country
after chaired the national election, held a government
work report, after report formally stepped down
automatically.
16) After leading the global universal suffrage, the
coalition government secretary - general for global to
do a world coalition government work report, after
report formally stepped down automatically.

17) The new science emperor of ideal country, after
the prime minister left office, to take over the all work
of the ideal country government, and in 1 to 2 months
to appoints a new prime minister of the state council,

new prime minister convened and forms a new state
council.
18) The new world coalition government science
emperor, after out of office of secretary general, take
over the world coalition government of all work, and
in 1 to 2 months, appoints one new secretary-general
of world coalition government. The new secretary
general is responsible for the formation of new
secretariat.
19) Science emperor can ensure application of science
and technology -- the first productivity: organize
human society of the highest productivity. To
implement and ensure that all citizens the need of the
supply material for daily and cultural life, and be able
to satisfy each takes what his need and be to hand.

20) The premier of the state council and the world
coalition government secretary general, have not the
right to be elected as the next government scientific
emperor.
21) The new science emperor have the right to the last
emperor accountability and investigated, but only
according to the existing law and according to
established procedures, can not according to the new
laws and new procedures.
22) If laws and procedures that there is the trouble
problem, you can, should, advancing with the times.
23) Such a cycle, constitutes the ideal country and the
world coalition government of Datong world of all
management work and its function.

6. Science Basic Principle

The science basic theory contains [principle], [axiom],
[theorem], [law], [inference], [rule] and so on
concepts. These concepts are need to have a clear
specification and definition.

6.1 About the definition of ‘definition’

So far, pseudoscience cause, not only people,
especially in the academic circle, combined with the
theory of relativity academic misleading, for scientific
‘definition’ had already get carried away. Many
authority of experts and scholars, openly argue that
science does not need to clear or strict definition.
The most typical example is the global science
authoritative scholars in the 20th century, J.D. Bernal
(English), in the book, "Science in History"
conclusion: the science is not a can to use definition
once and for all, be fixed single one. There are some
other authoritative scholars in a very secluded place
also advocating science do "not need to strict define".
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The new science of science study shows that, ‘science’
needs not only accurate definition, all academic
languages also need to be strictly defined, and more,
all human languages also need unified specification
defines. Otherwise, all scientific, academic, and
philosophy, human and society, must be a mess. This
is the inevitable kingdom -- human history so far.

So, the human language revolution and the scientific
revolution is come already.
Then, about the definition of ‘definition’, new science
of science, specification as below:
The definition of ‘definition’: Use a complete
language sentence, can only use a complete language
sentence, for the implication of the word / words
makes out as much as possible the detailed statement,
This is called the definition of the word / words. The
definition also can be with comments extended.
The discussion about ‘definition’: The definition of
any word / words, don't can use two or more language
sentence to statement. Postage stamp passages more
can not used to describe a word or words.
Baidu encyclopedia of China, for example, to "the
Freedom Kingdom" described as defining description
as follow:

The so-called "kingdom of freedom", Marx believed
that the Freedom Kingdom according to the nature of
things, it exists in the real material production in the
field of the other shore, but is not to say that the other
shore is the realm of freedom in the field of material
production, only when the development of human
themselves ability as a purpose itself is the real
freedom kingdom. Material production activities of the
opposition between here and other side, is essentially
the opposition between free time and work time.

The realization of the free kingdom, is the material
production activities of ‘here and ‘the other’
confrontation sublation, the discard of the conflict
between free time and work time. Its direct expression
is the generalization of labour. The so-called Free
Kingdom, refers to the means of production and
activity areas, people survival activities in this area
lies in the purpose of their own, human development is
the purpose, labor and all other human activities are in
order to realize the subject's own internal needs. Man
is both purpose and means: activity itself embodies the
purpose and means, people's value realization and the
unity of the creative process.

Clearly here, baidu encyclopedia adopted the postage
stamp words of six language sentences: to "the
Freedom Kingdom" does defining description. This

approach does not conform to the science, in the future
should be completely avoided.

6.2 Science basic principles

[Principle]: the basic theory of containing the
scientific methodology property, called science basic
[principle].
[Science basic principle 1]: for any real science, its
content must conform to the science and the four
cardinal principles: the "clear concept, "accurate
definition "reasonable logic and "strict rules".
[Science basic principle 2] -- [measurement of quasi of
principle]:
[Measurement of quasi of principle]: the universe /
world is knowable, measurable, and are measurement
of quasi; the measured accurate of the measurement,
ultimately depends on the accuracy of the Planck
constant h; only exist uncertainty of scholars in the
world, there is no "uncertainty principle".

Editor's note: obviously, the "uncertainty principle" of
quantum mechanics is a completely mistake, and
seriously misleading human science. need a thorough
corrective.

6.3 the overall universe / world scientific axiom

The overall universe / world contains objective
material world and the subjective spirit of the universe
/ world; objective material of the universe / world is
innate, the subjective spirit of the universe / world is
acquired, congenital physical universe / world is the
eternal, absolute, objective existence; this existence do
not rely on anyone then objective existence, also don't
rely on anyone's subjective spirit will and to transfer.
[Overall universe / world existence axiom inference
1]:
Substance of the universe / world of the surface is
forever development and changing, the development
and changes are visible to the people naked eye; but in
this development and changing, there is always people
not visible to the naked eye, eternal constant, the
absolute inner essence rule, this rule is the science and
the truth.

[overall universe / world existing axiom corollary 2]:
The universe / world exists the acquired spirit and
soul, contain ‘ideas, ‘ism and ‘doctrine, ‘faith, ‘outside
the soul’ and so on, all are man's subjective will, no
matter ‘thought’ is how much glorious, ‘doctrine’ how
splendid, ‘faith’ how pious, ‘thinking and
consciousness’ how deep and euphemism, also
needless you are how ‘true, good, beauty’ or ‘false,
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evil, ugly’, all neither science nor the truth less
philosophy.
New science of science comments:
First, obviously [overall universe / world existence
axiom] not only applies to all
natural sciences, also applies to social and the
humanities, more suitable for philosophy.
The second, so from now on, any theory of human
science, also must have a "view of time and space"
support. Otherwise all pseudosciences, the science of
science resolutely ban them.
Third, also obviously, [overall universe / world
existence axioms] fundamentally repudiates the theory
of relativity, all of the theory of relativity, including
physical theory of relativity, philosophical theory of
relativity and science theory of relativity.

The new science of science research conclusion: in the
universe / world, there is not only a large number
objective existence of eternal absolute things, for
example, material and time and space, the science and
the truth. There are a lot of relativity of things, for
example, "relative space and "relative time "relative
speed "relative size, "relative black and white", and so
on.
But the universe / world, any the relativity of things,
always cannot be the science and the truth, in the past,
now, so in the future. In the universe / world, only
those who, with unified specification language
expression of the rule of absolute eternal objective set
up, and don't rely on anyone subjective will exist: can
be the science and the truth.

It is not hard to see in the universe / world: all of the
theory of relativity from now on stretch out legs glare
finished!
The reason is very simple, all of the theory of
relativity without exception all reflect man's subjective
will -- the theory of relativity.
And also, the important mission of science exactly lie
in, for humans find / search for, in the universe /
world, eternal, absolute, objective, existence and
eternal, absolute constant, objective law and the truth.
So in that sense, all the theory of relativity are anti-
science reaction theory! The science of science
resolutely bans them.

And in the universe, although there is also some
relative things, but there are people's subjective
prescribed ingredients, such as "Tokyo time" and
"Beijing time", etc, they are all agreed by people;
relative space is also the people' subjective agreed, for
example I centered, "up and down, left and right or so
before and after" are all subjective agreed by people;

again for instance, the speed of the train with the speed
of the crawler animals, between them,there are the
"relative speed" and also relative "fast and slow"
problem, although there is also an objective existence,
but the relatively "fast and slow" has people'
subjective conventions.

You agreed to the train speed, for example, ‘fast’, so
the speed of animal crawler is ‘slow’ and so on.
So "theory of relativity" -- everything are all relative,
completely thorough is the theory of man's subjective
will.
And all the theory of relativity, including physical
theory of relativity, the philosophy theory of relativity,
the scientific theory of relativity, in particular,
Einstein's theory of relativity, all are utter misery
human soul, to do evil of human society, against
humanity of the reactionary theory!
Disaster, sin! Amen --

Even so, there will be some relativists, including
physical relativity with the philosophy relativists,
righteous extremely arrogant, still insist on the
universe / world is the existence of the theory of
relativity, not the absolute objective existence. But you
know, you must create [the universe / world relativity
exists axiom], to just go.
Otherwise, your righteous extremely arrogant belongs
to a rampage. Despicable is that, you never can not
only in the past, and now and in the future, you didn't
ability, to create the "the relativity existence axiom".

So the science of science resolute and decisive bans all
of the theory of relativity!
Someone will ask challenged questions: how much is
the train absolute speed in the universe?
Obviously this problem in general physics, with the
theory of relativity, there is no solution. This is a
"higher physics" content and problem, and for the
problem, relativity cannot answer at all, so which
problems belong to 250 scholars unreasonable
questions.
So you have to clamp down on the theory of relativity!

6.4 About [Axiom] and [Theorem]

Before science academic no [Axiom] and [Theorem]
clear definition, now, need new science of science
gives [Axiom] and [Theorem] both of accurate
definition:
[Axiom]: people through the simple and intuitive
experience test, can establish the eternal absolute
effective logical basic academic proposition, this kind
of logical proposition is the [Axiom].
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The natural attribute of [Axiom]: all [Axiom], neither
by logical deduction to proved that also can't use
logical deduction to falsify.
[Theorem]: through the logic deduction proved
strictly, can be eternal absolute objective established
the academic proposition, called [Theorem].

[Axiom] and [Theorem] common characteristics:
[Axiom] and [Theorem] all are the eternal absolute
established science and the truth.
[Axiom] and [Theorem] different characteristics:
[Axiom] only can use the intuitive experience
inspection, neither can be logical proof, nor may be
logical falsified
[Theorem] must have the strictly logical deduction to
prove.

6.5 About [Law]

[Law] : the larger category of effective logic of the
proposition expression, is called the law.
For example: [law of conservation of energy],
[substance immortalization law], [law of universal
gravitation], [law of universal repulsion], and so on.
[Law] and [Theorem] the differences and similarities:
[Law] and [Theorem] in common: they are the eternal
absolute objectively established science (law) and the
truth.

[Law] and [Theorem] differences: obviously, the
application of [theorem] and [law] category size is
different.
[Law] application category is a relatively large.
[Theorem] application scope is relatively small.

6.6 Basic scientific axiom of universe

With [overall universe / world existing axiom], below
is the universe / world specific science axiom.
The new science of science study also shows that, the
global academic is lack of basic scientific axiom
theory, so far, human science is very chaotic,
combined with the philosophical theory of relativity
and scientific theory of relativity in academic.

high-end haunt, physical theory of relativity and
quantum mechanics pseudoscience flooding, rock the
boat, not only makes the human science and human
society holds a disaster! To now, that time is coming,
on which the new science of science set science right,
turn the tide, at least, because the theory of relativity
and quantum mechanics is a composition with man's
subjective will.

6.6.1 Universe space existence axiom

[Universe space existence axiom]:
In the universe, ‘space’ is a objective existence, this
existence neither depend on anyone existence, nor rely
on that in the ‘space’ whether there is matter (body) of
the existence, and objective existence; also neither
according to anyone's subjective will to change /
transfer, more do not rely in the ‘space’, the matter
(body) whether be movement or change.
The universe ‘space’ definition: in the universe, any
matter (body) possession of the place, is called cosmic
space.
1) [Universe space axiom corollary 1]:
‘Space’ in the universe, even if all the matter be
emptied, space still exists objectively; with or without
matter existence, space is always objective existence.

2) [Universe space axiom corollary 2]:
‘Space’ in the universe exists and objectively exists.
does not depend on anyone; also not according to any
one's subjective will to shift and change.

3) [Universe space axiom corollary 3]:
The universe space can use Euclidean space geometry
three-dimensional coordinate system to represent; but
any non-european geometry at any time can't change
Euclidean geometry of 3 d geometric features and
attributes.

4) [Universe space axiom corollary 4]:
In the universe, the space is only ‘how much, ‘size,
‘location’ three kinds of natural attributes; never never
bending properties.

5) [Universe space axiom corollary 5]:
All objects (matter) in the universe and its possession
of the space between, never never happen any
physical, chemical and biological interactions.

6) [Universe space axiom corollary 6]:
Matter (object) in the universe space to appear any
physical, chemical or biological changes, will can't
change the Euclidean three - dimensional space of
natural property.

6.6.2 The universe time existing axiom

[Universe time existing axiom]:
The time in the universe is the absolute eternal
objective existence.
That is, neither to depend on anyone and objective
existence, nor according to anyone's subjective will
and transfer; or also whether any object (matter) is
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movement or change, and the time always objective
existence.
‘Time’ definition: in the universe, time is a eternal,
absolute, unidirectional uniform of the elapse, used to
represent all the things happen and development of the
result or process, the math / physics quantities.

1) [Universe time axiom corollary 1]:
The time in the universe, has only "long / short, "more
/ less, "unidirectional uniform loss", three kinds of
natural property.
2) [Universe time axiom corollary 2]:
The time in the universe, can use equal scale
mathematical ray to representation.
3) [Universe time axiom corollary 3]:
The time in the universe, never has ‘the bend’ nature
attributed.
4) [Universe time axiom corollary 4]:
The time in the universe, never with any matter
(object), appeared any changes in physics, chemistry,
biology, exists some kind of effect; when any matter
(objects) in the universe occurs any physical,
chemistry, biology, changes, will not cause the
universal unified absolute time of the nature property
of the changes.

6.6.3 The creation of universe absolute space-time
coordinate system

Science of science study shows that, almost all, no, it
is all the scholars, without exception, all theory,
including the theory of social science and philosophy,
is actually in the default using the universe absolute
coordinate system. However, the vast majority of
scholars, especially the theory of relativity, but utmost
trying to deny the universe absolute coordinate
system. Investigate its reason, lies in that, they cannot
be derived theoretically and technically also cannot
find, the universe "absolute coordinate system".

Therefore, science of science, it is necessary to give
correction and create the universe absolute coordinate
system.
1) Universe absolute space coordinate system of the
creation
Make a spaceship, in the vast universe space, with the
third cosmic velocity V, to universal flight, inside the
spacecraft, there are two spheres with the same sex
same amount of charge q, spacing for r, r
perpendicular to V. At any time there will always be
Lorentz force F2, between two charged spheres, see
the second chapter, F2, in figure 1.

Computer system automatically detect at any time
between two charged sphere of lorentz force F2 (cgs
system):
F2=（qq / rr）（1-VV / cc）

In the type, q as the sphere charge, r for sphere
spacing, V for the airship speed, V perpendicular to
the r, c is the speed of light. When lorentz force F2 has
a maximum value, the spacecraft releases ready
beforehand "three-dimensional right-angle coordinate
axis" into space. The "three-dimensional right-angle
coordinate axis", is the universe absolute space
coordinate system.

2）The creation of the universe absolute time
coordinates system
Any a uniform mathematical ray can be used as the
absolute time coordinate system of the universe.
The absolute time zero point, apply for the first year of
January when New Year's day 0 0 0 second

6.7. The problem on non-euclidean geometry

Roche non-european geometrical axiom can be
expressed as: through one point outside straight line,
can have two or more parallel lines with the known
line.
Science of science research has shown that, This kind
of non-european geometrical axiom, not only with
words writing errors, and logic errors, and thus cannot
be established.
So the conclusion that anyone who all established on
the basis of roche non-european geometry theory,
including higher dimensional space-time theory,
belong to a pseudoscience.

7. The Generality of the Universal Unification
7.1 Event horizon of the universe and the whole
universe

Current that universe is called the event horizon of the
universe by science of science, which by human can
be observed and described. Outside of the event
horizon of the universe is a whole the universe, to the
whole universe, human beings can not to describe at
present. As a result, human physics can be divided into
level 3.

7.2 Level 3 physics
All the physics can be divided into 3 level physics:
"general physics, "advanced physics and, "superior
grade physics".
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7.2.1 The general physics
Universal gravitation as the core of the physics,
namely Newtonian physics, is called "general
physics", this part of the physics mingled with the
"theory of relativity" and "quantum mechanics" two
parts of contents of pseudoscience.

7.2.2 Advanced physics

Using the universal equation to solve the universe, and
as the basic content of physics, is called "advanced
physics" (see appendix 2).
In "the general physics and "the advanced physics"
theory scope, all Einstein's theory, with "the big bang
theory, "special theory of relativity "general theory of
relativity", completely no actual meaning, belongs to
the pseudoscience.
Between "advanced physics and "general physics", the
main difference is that, general physics has only the
law of universal gravitation, in this state, the universe
always has infinitely many solutions.
But in "the advanced physics", because of [the
universal equation], so the universe, not only has the
only steady state real-time accurate solution, and the
universe has the birth, death, illness and old age of the
dynamic solution.

7.2.3 Superior grade physics

to study advanced physics of the event horizon outside
whole big the universe of the physics, called "superior
grade physics". Superior grade physics to solve
physics problems include:
First, the advanced physics of the event horizon
outside is what kind?
Second, how big is the whole universe?

Third, advanced physics beyond the event horizon, the
whole universe, what are some laws of physics?
Fourth, the advanced physics' vision of the universe
how to creation and survival in the whole universe?
This section includes, the universe can be isolated
universe blast, such as "nova outburst and "supernova
explosion". Whole universe not may have a big bang
problem.
So, Einstein's overall the big bang theory, is
unfounded.
Fifth, the cosmic background radiation, is the study of
whole the universe for reliable source of information,
this should be a important basis and contents of the
"superior grade physics" research.

7.3 The nine big unified law of physical of event
horizon of the universe
7.3.1 the first rule -- the universal unified absolute
space coordinate system

Event horizon of the universe is in the universe
unification of absolute space.exists and runs.
Absolute space is like using a three orthogonality
square edge -- absolute space coordinate system,
fenced up a big ‘fish tank’, there are many ‘goldfish’ -
- celestial objects or group in ‘swimming’ -- brown
motion.
The reason is simple: some objects, such as the solar
system, or celestial objects groups, such as the Milky
Way, have the revolution and rotation, if objects group
orbiting size is too large, there will always be celestial
group orbit of the cross.

The end result of these objects cross movement, can
form the universe celestial objects or group of
Brownian motion.

7.3.2 The second rule -- the universal unified
absolute time coordinate system

the universal unified absolute time coordinate system,
like a straight line number axis of equal scale, number
axis coordinate origin is in the Christian era first year,
January, New Year's day, zero, zero, LingMiao. The
origin of coordinates, people can accord to need, put
into any point of the number axis, forms the "relative
time".

7.3.3 The third rule, the universal unified law of mass
conservation and the law of conservation of matter
Visible and invisible mass m in the universe and its
sum total, is an absolute eternal invariable physical
quantity. [The law of conservation of mass],
[substance immortalization law] are all established.

7.3.4 The fourth rule - the universe unified
[conservation of energy]
All the energy in the universe, including light, heat,
radiant energy, electromagnetic energy, kinetic energy,
potential energy, mass energy, and the total energy is
conserved. This is [the law of conservation of energy].

Energy in the universe, including light, heat, radiant
energy, and the mass energy, all has its corresponding
exact mass m:
m=E/cc
All moving objects in the universe, including celestial
body, all have the mechanical kinetic energy T1 = 0.5
mVV, and radiant energy of movement T2 = 0.5
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mVV, then there is whole kinetic energy T = T1 + T2
= mVV.

Above, m for the mass of moving object, V for its
speed.
In the universe, all energy E occupies the
corresponding mass m.
In the universe, there is no no mass’ energy, also does
not exist without the energy’s mass.
Einstein's theory of relativity "mass - energy
relationship" thinks that "the mass turned to be no the
mass of energy". This concept is totally wrong, need to
be banned immediately!
The universe does not exist "dark matter and "dark
energy".

7.3.5 The fifth rule -- the universal unified
fundamental particles

All matter in the universe, objects, celestial body and
all kinds of energy, without exception, are made up of
one of the most fundamental particles, the most
fundamental particles is ‘neutrino’.

Neutrons and protons, electrons, all are composed of
elementary particles smaller -- neutrinos.
Neutrons can be seen as the universe's largest
neutrinos.
Neutrinos, full of the whole universe space constitutes
the gravitational field of fundamental particles,
transmit universal gravitation.

7.3.6 The sixth rule -- the universe unified absolute
equation

The universe unified absolute equation, is the Lorentz
force equation. Expression is as follows (cgs system):
F = (qq/rr) (1-VV/cc)
In the : F as lorentz force between two moving
charges, Q for charges, R as the charge interval, V as
the charge motion of absolute speed, c is the speed of
light.
Science of science study shows that, when moving
charge velocity V is equal to or greater than the speed
of light c, Lorentz force equation still is set up.
At the time of V is equal to c, Lorentz force is zero.
When V is larger than c, Lorentz force F from
repulsion become attraction, this kind of gravity is the
source of macro cosmic universal gravitation.

1) Universe unified absolute equation deduction 1
Everything begins to grow on the earth depends on the
sun, everything begins to grow in the universe depends
on Lorentz (force).

The reason is very simple, in the Lorentz force
equation, when charged particle velocity is greater
than the speed of light, Lorentz force will change from
repulsion to attraction. This gravity is huge, because
can sustain superluminal motion particles produced by
the spin large centrifugal force. It is this gravity,
making all kinds of fundamental particles, electrons,
protons and neutrons, could be stable spin, and thus be
able to generate the cosmic inventory.

So the conclusion must be: the cosmic inventory
growth depends on Lorentz (force). Or it can be said
that the growth of the cosmic inventory depends on the
super velocity of light.

So can say, Einstein's theory of relativity "principle of
constancy of light velocity", is the anti-science and
reactionary universe theory.
The reason is very simple, no superluminal, there
would be no neutrons, protons and electrons,
therefore, there is no the cosmic inventory and
celestial body.
Einstein's "principle of constancy of light velocity" of
another mistake is, this principle is can't be logical
proof at all, so, can not be called ‘principle’.
"Principle of constancy of light velocity" the third
mistake is, can't make an accurate expression with
accurate language, be omitted. So science of science
completely clamp down on Einstein's theory of
relativity.

The universal unified absolute equation corollary 2
In the universe, the superluminal is generally the
physical phenomenon of objective existence.
In the universe, all the spin of the particle is at the
speed of light motion on average: the outermost is
superluminal motion, such as protons, neutrons, and
neutrinos.
And neutrino superluminal movement, have been
"hadron collider" in European laboratory confirmed,
be omitted.
So, Einstein's theory of relativity "principle of
constancy of light velocity" is completely wrong.

3) The universal unified absolute equation corollary 3
All matter in the universe is average spin at the speed
of light, and therefore can have mass energy: E = mcc.
Electron superluminal spin, is an exception.

4) The universal unified absolute equation corollary 4
In the universe all of the mass m of the mass energy E
= mcc, can be released and used by people.
For example, general physics ‘atomic weapons and
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‘nuclear weapons’ is used in the nuclear reaction the
mass energy of the mass loss part.

In the "advanced physics of the "physical reaction",
simulation of cosmic explosion, can release and use
material of all mass’ energy: E = mcc. Therefore, if
made into "super weapon", its power is enormous:
If say the power of atomic weapons is one hair / nine
cattle, then say, super weapon power is the nine cattle
/ one hair, without equal in strength!

But, new science of science, no longer allow any
aspirant rulers and unscrupulous businessmen in
collusion, with super weapons to wage war. This
career can only be used for peace.

5) The universal unified absolute equation corollary 5

Use the mass energy becomes super cheap new
sources of energy.
New science of science can make super weapons
matterial mass energy, continuous slow release out,
will be a "super cheap new energy".
This kind of new energy, human is inexhaustible, with
endless!

7.3.7 The seventh rule -- the vision of the universe
unified "charge-speed relations"

"Charge - speed relations" can use [charge - speed
theorem] to describe.
[Charge - speed theorem]: in the universe, particle
charge quantity decreases with the increase of
velocity. The following is changes in expression:
Q = Q（1-VV/cc）^0.5

In this, Q for particle original charge quantity, q for
particles in velocity V, the apparent charge quantity, c
is the speed of light.
When the particle velocity V is equal to the speed of
light c, particle charge capacity is zero, Lorentz force
also is zero; When the velocity V is greater than the
speed of light, the plus or minus charge carriers all
become into the negative charges; Lorentz force from
repulsion to attraction.

7.3.8 The eighth rule -- the four fundamental forces
of the unification

The so - called four big basic forces in general
physics: they are gravity, electromagnetic force, strong
and weak force.

Among them ‘strong and ‘weak force’ because
ordinary physical defects and to be concocted out, then
rest, is only the unification problem of the
electromagnetic force and universal gravitation.
Because the essence of universal gravitation is a kind
of electromagnetic force (refer to the sixth laws
above). So, the universe unification on one kind of
fundamental forces, this is the electromagnetic force,
also is the Lorentz force.

So the electromagnetic force is source of universal
gravitation.

7.3.9 Ninth rule -- the universe five basic particles

There are five in the universe, only five, fundamental
particles: neutrons and protons, electrons, photons and
neutrinos.
The five basic particles are: neutrons and protons,
electrons, photons and neutrinos.
Among them the neutrino is equivalent to "the earth of
"gold, wood, water, fire, earth"; native to come out
"gold, wood, water, fire; and "gold, wood, water, fire"
(neutron proton electron photon) are growing out
everything in the world, and the entire universe.

In the ordinary physics, elementary particles of the
standard model theory think, the universe is composed
of 62 species of elementary particles, one of them is
called the higgs particle, also so - called "God
particle", it is understood that the God particle is
completely ordinary physicists themselves fabricate
out. Even though the rest of the 61 species of
elementary particles, all are high energy physics
experiment results, but they are also, when nucleus by
high energy particles bombarding, nucleus broken,
produced the random odds debris, nothing more.

The random odds debris generated when high - energy
particle bombard nucleus, are by general physics
called "elementary particles", obviously this is a blind
man touched the elephant guesses. So, the random
odds debris of the 61 species of debris, neither not
represent the structure of the nucleus, nor "elementary
particle" of the universe

So, general physics need that, the science of science
bring order out of chaos, completely negatives
relativity and quantum mechanics, turn the tide, step
on new stage -- "the advanced physics". This is the
human right vicissitudes of life.
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8. The world science revolution

1) Have the basic principle of universe science, axiom,
as well as the new century science of science of the
four cardinal principles: "clear concept, "accurate
definition, "reasonable logic, "strict rules", can
standardize and unify the human all science,

2) Be the first to be affected is, completely overturn
Einstein's theory of relativity and quantum mechanics,
Because they are neither conforms to the basic
principle of universe science, also do not conform to
the science and the four cardinal principles, so out and
out is two largest pseudoscience,

The science of science, reforms the human physical
science, language philology, philosophy, natural
science, social science and all science.

4) The modern scientific revolution in the world is
already arrive, scholars have to brave face! Ordinary
people and the politics is no exception -- have to brave
face!

9. The Datong World Lingua Franca
9.1 Datong world lingua franca of great
significance

Human pursuit of Datong world has a history of more
than 2500 years. Nowadays the world while wind and
cloud is transforming, but all the human, including the
fist, civilian, scholars, in the inner world, there is a
selfish intend about idea of world datong, just these
selfish intend is all sorts of strange things.
Science of science research conclusion, world datong
selfish intend, can be summed up in two categories:
Force unifies world; cultural strength unifies world.
Many people tend to force unify world. But after just
force unify world, Establish a dictatorial regime, this
is most difficult to accept regime for people of
majority. To say the least, after force unification,
cannot avoid "long period of division, close long will
points" of the historical absurd circle.
So important task of the unification of the world
eventually needs cultural unity realize.

Someone said, culture is no reliable power, to unify
the world.
The new science of science study shows that, this can
only say that your culture is not power, scientific
culture, however, the real scientific culture, sacred
science and culture, its power would be giant hard to
imagine for you.
So, the unified sacred task of the world falls on the
real science, sacred science's shoulder.

Of course, in you hand the specious hazy subjective
thoughts is not science, also don't sacred; in you mind
those to obey some kind of politics also is not science,
is hired thug; by rulers to play with those things
around you, also not science. is the social prostitute.
All are not holy, no unify the world of the charm.
The new science of science research conclusion:

Only through definition, science is people can believe
in the truth, also the name matches the reality and
selfless; in addition to this, heaven and earth is no
longer have the truth!
So friends, please believe, rely on, learn, advertise,
research, develop and utilize science!
Science not only takes you to the truth, and invincible
brings your success!
No, take your holy!

In addition, the science of science has the
inspectability -- the theory of testing the truth -- this is
the only criterion for testing the truth -- useless
through practice inspection link prior testing the truth -
- useless to surface inspection corrupt official
corruption in advance!
So, the science of science is to test you:

The true or false public servant of astepping-stone to
success, good morning lacuna (咚咚); the touchstone
for public or private; revolution or counter-
revolutionary natural watershed; also is the monster-
revealing mirror, never fade! -- all kinds of the
monsters and demons is immediately show oneself in
one's true colours!

Science of science is not only testing anyone of any
theory in advance, and prior inspect anyone's behavior
and every day: science or pseudoscience? Or a lie /
false / fraud!
The reason is very simple, science is not just
‘scientists’ stuff in his hand, science is just around
your corner, your everyday behavior and have science
or not. So, science of science can test your every day.
Through the science test, all human words and deeds,
including fist, scholars,vulgar people, most is the
pseudoscience, fallacy, lies or fraud!

The reason why science of science culture theory was
able to lead humanity unify the world and achieve
Datong, main because science of science culture
theory has the following three aspects advantage:
The first advantage: science of science can unify
global language, therefore, this is a prerequisite for
unify world.
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Second advantage: the theory of science of science is
only trustworthy the science truth for the grand
unification of global human.

The third advantage: science of science not only
uniformly manages global politics, can close the
global ruler firmly into iron cage, only allow them to
behave, don't allow them to be unruly in word or deed.
If yes, it's going to be any other theory, human
thought, doctrine, ism, are powerless.

72 kinds of science in the universe, cover literary
history and philosophy and Military Science of Sun Zi
plus the anti-norm, I all-pass postdoctoral, 18 foreign
languages travel round the global village, hold high-
tech seminar tour around the world, I don't know how
science so magical! -- a famous scholar to puzzle.

It is a pity that, although you are 18 sets of martial
arts, 36 stratagem, 72’s good fortune, but no quick -
sighted of erlang - Yang (Chinese) only, and only can
be a China central television (CCTV) small disciple,
will only going to approaching science, no matter how
near, all is outside the science category; don't walk
into, into the science!
So, unify the world, achieve Datong, is in the science
of science of the maneuverability at planning.

9.2 Unify global languages - the first step to unify
world in operability

Science of science research conclusion, to unify world
the first condition is to unify the global language.
Without a unified global language, the world can't be
unified.
The reason is very simple: various countries in the
world, without exception, rulers using their native
language effectively implements characteristic govern,
and so, all countries in the world of language may not
be universal. Although English is the main working
language of the UN, and many countries also use
English, but could never become a global language.
Precisely because English governance idea and
standards for the other country do not match, not only
the language of different countries can't general, the
language in "one country, two systems", also cannot to
be general. Here is not only the difference of
traditional Chinese and simplified characters
problems, more main reason is the different of
political conception.

It is clear that every country political system, choice of
words are very sensitive to picky.

And so Scholars have thought is able to read silently
from each country's dictionary out corresponding
political atmosphere.
Such as:

Guide our thoughts of the theory basis is sir and Noble
superior theory; leader our core strength is mending
the sky of the nuwa.
Guide our thoughts of the theory basis is the way’s
spirit of the warrior, leader our core strength is the sun
below the emperor.
Guide our thoughts of the theory basis is the statue of
liberty, leader our core strength is ruling in turn two
parties.

It is enough to show, various countries of dictionary
can't universal.
And so, in all efforts to create international Esperanto
scholars, there is a certain settled the common idea:
any artificial language, are not deflect to a country.
This is called artificial language of ‘neutrality’.

But human existing the creator of all synthetic
language, also don't know, artificial language of
‘neutrality’ is only decided by "the universal big
dictionary". Relying on the author's subjective desire
alone, ‘neutrality’ cannot be successful, also is unable
to realize.

For example, ‘democracy and ‘human rights’
problems, as long as in the inevitable kingdom -- the
reality of human society, no matter how you ‘explain
or ‘translation’, are all not global universal, so you can
not guarantee the ‘neutrality’, at least as every country
has their own ‘democracy and ‘human rights’ of the
meaning and position location. Only you come the
Freedom Kingdom, in the 21st century new science of
science of world, Can just to correct ‘explanation and
‘translate ‘democracy and ‘human rights’ problems.
And therefore must be global universal, natural can
ensure artificial language -- "datong world lingua
franca" of the neutrality (see the following).

Is because of the existing national language around the
world, including the existing artificial language, is
impossible to global universal, many scholars in the
world, with
lofty ideals, and still are trying to studious create and
exploit artificial language, all these efforts will be
useless.

And the United Nations educational, scientific and
cultural organization in 1985 has been post in global
ngos application of Esperanto, Just tried to use
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Esperanto as a lingua franca.
But not able to, and will not be able to, and always
can't succeed!
The reason is very simple, science of science research
shows:

So far, humans have created hundreds of international
esperanto, however, including the current popular
Esperanto, never can do language of "sound - shape -
meaning" three unification, especially can't do the
unification of the ‘meaning’. Therefore never become
a lingua franca. Want to be global universal, artificial
language have to do "sound - shape - meaning" three
unification, especially need to achieve the "meaning"
of the unity.

Sadly, all the scholars not only, and include the United
Nations educational, scientific and cultural
organization, did not know, language of the ‘meaning’
the unity of the importance of the problem.

The reason is very simpl, artificial languages, can't do
‘meaning’ of global unity, will appear the following
awkward situation:

An artificial language for example, Esperanto, new
article, let 200 countries for translation, there will be
202 kinds of translation results. Among them there is a
God result, and also one country two systems can have
two kinds of results, because of.
So such artificial language, including Esperanto, is not
likely to become the lingua franca.

The reason is very simple, if artificial language can't
do the unification of the ‘meaning’, needless to say
language ‘democracy and ‘human rights’, all countries
in the world have their own standards and concepts,
even let each country to translate about ‘science’, the
results will be all sorts of strange things: some
translates science into scientists hands of gadgets;
some translated into serving politics of the tools; some
translated into some hazy subjective intention
knowledge system; some translated into that, which let
rulers to play with the things -- social prostitute; some
translated into the master's servants; some say science
is a double-edged sword, good or bad each half and so
on. Therefore, thus article let 200 countries for
translation, there will always be 202 kinds of results.

9.3 "Datong science dictionary -- "Science Grand
Dictionary" of creation

Science of science research conclusion:
The human wants to create a global universal artificial

language, must to use global universal "Science Grand
Dictionary", that is, "datong science dictionary" to
support. There is no universal big dictionary support,
all artificial language, including the current epidemic
of the Esperanto, is absolutely impossible to become a
universal language!
Science of science research as well suggests, creating
a global universal grand dictionary, how easy to talk
about?!
No level of the 21st century science of science, global
any scholar, all can't create global universal grand
dictionary.
Science of science research again suggests, global
universal big dictionary, "Science Grand Dictionary --
"Datong Science Dictionary", need characteristics at
the same time has the following three aspects:
The first characteristic: beyond the world's political
and religious prejudice, and the local conditions and
customs of various nationality of the world.
Second feature: covers the world's political and
religious ideas, and local conditions and customs of
different ethnic customs.
The third feature: cover and transcend the various
countries in the world dictionary.
It goes without saying:
The 21st century new science of science has
completed the "Science Grand Dictionary", also
namely the "Datong Science Dictionary", the
manuscripts compiled, to reference in June 2012 issue
of the "modern Chinese dictionary", included in word
13000 and 69000 words are included.

9.4 To create Datong world lingua franca

There is a global universal big dictionary, "Science
Grand Dictionary, i.e. "datong science dictionary", you
can create the lingua franca of the world. This is called
the "Datong world lingua franca" -- an artificial
language.
"Datong world lingua franca" has been founded by the
new science of science.

9.5 The Datong world lingua franca "sound - shape
- meaning" three unification

1) Datong world lingua franca of the word ‘shape’
Datong world lingua franca do kana glyph with 26
Latin characters, they are:
Aa，Bb，Cc，Dd，Ee，Ff，Gg，Hh，Ii，Jj，Kk
，Ll，Mm，Nn，Oo，Pp，Qq，Rr，Ss，Tt，Uu
，Vv，Ww，Xx，Yy，Zz

2) Datong world lingua franca of the ‘sound’
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Datong world lingua franca of pronunciation with the
Chinese pinyin is exactly the same. Be omitted.

3) Datong world lingua franca of the "meaning"
Datong world lingua franca of the "mineaing", by
"Scientific Grand Dictionary, i.e. "Datong science
dictionary" is only ascertained

4) The composition of datong world lingua franca
Datong world lingua franca is using three Latin
character encoding a Chinese syllable (can use the
fourth fifth characters to distinguish homophone), to
constitute the language system

Datong world lingua franca of the sample text
With Datong world lingua franca constative Chinese
song "volunteer march" lyrics, as follows:

6) Datong world lingua franca translation
Due to Datong world lingua franca has achieved
"sound - shape - meaning" three unification, a datong
world lingua franca of the new article, also let 200
countries for translation, as a result, 200 countries
translation will be the same. This is because, there is
the universal "datong science dictionary", and already
realized the unification of ‘meaning’.

7) Datong world lingua franca of the ‘neutrality’
Datong world lingua franca although adopted Chinese
pronunciation, but it does not show that datong lingua
franca is deflection to the China. This is because the
datong world's lingua franca of the ‘neutrality’, is only
determined by the "datong science dictionary".
To this, people need to have a brain teaser!

8) The advantage of Chinese
Datong world lingua franca so use Chinese
pronunciation rules, is due to highlight the superiority
of the Chinese language in the world, perform the
following:
The first, as long as the grasp of the 3000 Chinese
characters, people will be able to read through Chinese
newspapers.
The second, people need to grasp 15000 words, will be
able to read through English newspapers.
The third, the survey data show that, a half of the
students in the United States, not with the help of a
dictionary, not read through the New York times
The fourth, the survey data to see that, no college
students in China, not with the help of a dictionary,
not read through the People's Daily.

The fifth, 50000 words in Chinese word stock, can
replace the existing English 1 million entries.
The sixth, English 1 million entries, it is necessary to
relay memory can be competent for generations.
The seventh, Chinese can backward compatibility with
English, but English can't down compatible with
Chinese.
The eighth so Chinese is the language of the worlds
most succinct easy to learn and to remember.
However, the United Nations survey data also has
said: Chinese is the hardest thing to learn language in
the world.
But, science of science study shows, the survey
results, completely is a misreading of the Chinese
advantage. The reason is very simple, because the
Chinese semantics, in the world is most abundant,
exquisite and colorful, other global ethnic languages,
especially English, can't match.
The semantics of this "rich delicate and colorful" will
inevitably cause learners considerable pressure, the
pressure for the Chinese is no exception. For example,
some research pointed out, for a single Chinese word
‘old’, there are more than 20 semantics. This is
unmatched by other national languages. So, citing
"rich delicate and colorful", to accuse the Chinese is
the hardest to learn the language, it really is a
misreading of Chinese superiority. People need brains
to a sharp turn, start all over again!

But needless to say, Chinese pronunciation into datong
world lingua franca, this shows that Chinese in
international esperanto, has a unique character, this
will be the aura of the Chinese culture, is worthy of
honor.

9) Chinese version of "the universal declaration of
human rights" translated into
"Datong world lingua franca" of the text, sees the
appendix 1
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